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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Clockless wave pipeline is a cutting-edge and innovative technology as an alternative to tradi-
tional pipeline, and a promising computing model moving towards ultra-high throughput and
speed. The basic computational components of a clockless wave pipelines are data waves in
association with request signals and switches as proposed in [23]. The key to success of clock-
less wave pipeline is how to coordinate and ensure the processing of datawaves throughout
the pipeline in association with the request signals without relying on any intermediate access
points under clocked control. Due to the complication of clockless operations, an efficient and
effective method to model and analyze the confidence level (referred to as reliability or yield)
of clockless operations within wave pipeline is exigently demanded. However, this has not yet
been adequately addressed on an integrated level, such as datawaves in association with request
signals, leaving this an innovative challenge. The confidence level is primarily determined by
the reliability of the clockless orchestration of datawaves and their associated request signals
under switch arrangements for datawave alignment.
In this regard, out-of-orchestration between datawaves and request signals, referred to as
delay fault, is the major concern in assuring and optimizing the reliability of the system. New
faults, referred to as Intra-Wave Fault [13], Inter-Wave Fault [14], and further Request Sig-
nal Faults [15], have been proposed and addressed in this dissertation. The proposed new fault
models help reveal fundamental yet essential characteristics of the reliability of the clockless
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wave pipeline, and enable efficient and effective reliability assurance and optimization. The
intra/inter-wave faults are used as the primary drivers to maneuver the evaluation method of the
fault impacts on the reliability with respect to extensive delay-sensitive design parameters such
as delay distribution, delay variation, crosstalk noise, intra/inter-wave of datawaves, request
signal, and other elements. This dissertation specifically addresses and resolves the followings
for clockless wave pipeline: extensive and practical clockless-induced datawave fault modeling,
yield and reliability modeling, assurance and optimization, and clockless-oriented fault tolerant
design methods. The proposed methods will establish a sound and adequate theoretical founda-
tion for development of innovative yet practical test/diagnosis/fault-tolerant design methods in
the early design stages of clockless wave pipeline-based logic.
All conventional wave pipeline techniques have been practiced within the long-believed
theoretical and technological constraint limited by Dmax−Dmin, where Dmax and Dmin stands
for maximum and minimum path delay in a combinational circuit, respectively; however, we
concluded that this limit is a very passive and loose constraint and our proposed new wave
pipeline technique can further push the limit farther beyond that level.
A new approach to dramatically enhance the circuit speed is proposed in the context of
wave pipeline. The proposed approach is based on the fact that there is more temporal space in
combinational circuits to push the frequency of datawaves by allowing superimposition between
adjacent datawaves. By allowing the datawave-superimposition, still with the high assurance
and certainty of mutual exclusion between adjacent datawaves, a faster clock frequency with the
clock cycle equals toDmax−Dmin−δpush is achieved in the proposed new wave pipeline, where
δpush stands for the amount of space that can be further pushed between adjacent datawaves.
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Also, a temporal/spatial bounded system delay model, which expands the current bounded path
delay model into the system level and into spatial area, is proposed in order to fully address the
practical circuit-delay issues and adequately characterize the datawave processing in the context
of wave pipeline. The complete set of paths existed in the circuit are extracted out and relocated
into a 2-dimensional coordinate system, with the y-axis representing the path delays and x-axis
representing the order of paths. Each datawave can be represented by a polygon within the
system, and the Global Maximum Polygon (GMP) is the very last polygon in the system. A
new output register architecture with delay buffers is designed and presented in order to achieve
the resulting performance and reliability of the proposed approach.
The performance advantage of the proposed technique over conventional wave pipeline is
theoretically demonstrated with the cost for a higher reliability requirement. The simulation and
verification of the proposed new wave pipeline are experimented against the ISCAS benchmark
circuits. The results obtained have shown a faster frequency circuit achieved by the proposed
new wave pipeline technology. A MTTF (mean time to failure) model and a reliability model for
pipelining circuits are theoretically proposed and applied to conventional pipeline, conventional
wave pipeline, and the proposed new wave pipeline. They are also experimented against ISCAS
benchmark circuits. The simulation results have shown that the new proposed wave pipeline has
a much higher reliability requirement compared with conventional pipeline and conventional
wave pipeline.
The specific objectives of this dissertation are:
1. To establish clockless wave pipeline-specific fault models as the primary drivers for yield
and reliability modeling, assurance and optimization.
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2. To demonstrate a theoretical yet thorough characterization and parameterizations of the
representative clockless wave pipeline-specific faults (intra-wave fault, inter-wave fault,
and request signal fault).
3. To demonstrate fault tolerant design methods with respect to datawave faults and request
signal faults. Also, to derive a novel yet solid yield model for the proposed fault tolerance
for efficient and effective manipulation of extensive fault tolerance.
4. To propose the new bounded system delay model based on the current bounded path delay
model, and to further propose the new wave pipeline-based architecture, by allowing
the datawave-superimposition between adjacent datawaves, which can theoretically yet
practically push the performance of of wave pipeline to its limit.
5. To conduct the reliability analysis of the proposed new wave pipeline, and compare it
with the reliability of conventional pipeline and conventional wave pipeline.
The following sections in this chapter provide a general introduction to and review of the
current wave pipeline techniques and others related.
1.1 Conventional Pipeline
In computing, a pipeline is a set of data processing elements connected in series. The output of
one element is being processed as in the input of the next one. The elements of a pipeline are
executed in parallel or in time-sliced fashion.
In conventional pipeline, there are registers or latches between any two stages. At any instant
of time, there is at most one data active in a single stage as shown in Figure1.1.
4
Internal Latch Primary OutputInternal LatchPrimary Input
single wave single wave single wave
Clock
Figure 1.1: Conventional pipeline
As a concrete example of conventional pipeline, instruction pipeline is a realization of linear
synchronous pipeline in which performance is improved through instruction-level parallelism
by allowing to start execution of an instruction before the previous ones already in the pipeline
are finished. The architecture of conventional synchronous linear instruction pipeline is shown
in Figure 1.2.
CLOCK  
 Instruction
Reg/Latch Reg/Latch Reg/Latch Reg/Latch Reg/Latch
FETCH DECODE EXECUTE RESTORE
Figure 1.2: Conventional synchronous linear instruction pipeline
1.2 Wave Pipeline
Wave pipeline is a pipeline processing technique that can increase the throughput without in-
creasing internal storage space and power consumption [18, 48, 51]. Multiple datawaves can
propagate through the wave pipeline from the PI (Primary Input) to the PO (Primary Output)
simultaneously without internal latching. It can ideally achieve the theoretical maximum per-
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formance, and draws lots of attentions in the industry today.
The wave pipeline technology was introduced by Cotton [7] in 1969 in order to increase the
throughput of the pipeline. This pipeline was also referred to as the maximum rate pipeline.
Cotton observed that the rate at which logic can propagate through the circuit depends not on
the longest path delay, but on the difference between the longest and the shortest path delays.
Hence, by removing the internal latches, balancing all the logic paths within the circuit, and
allowing multiple waves, the logic bits can propagate through the combinational circuit in each
stage without any delay for register-latching. Thus, a clock period much shorter than the one
for the longest path in the circuit can be obtained. To achieve this it must be guaranteed that
no fast datawave overruns a previous slow datawave that would result in data loss. Hence, it is
critical and the major challenge in wave pipeline design that all paths in the combinational logic
be well balanced. The balancing of paths can be implemented in two ways: rough tuning and
fine tuning. Rough tuning is to equalize path delays by inserting delay elements to the fast path,
and fine tuning is by adjusting gate delays to achieve path equivalence.
Wave pipeline has been extensively researched in both academic and industrial sectors [27],
and three to four times of speed-up has been reported in [18]. A few research efforts of wave
pipeline have been focused on synchronous wave pipeline (SWP), which is a wave pipeline
using clock to control the latches operating in parallel. Many works have been done to research
and enhance SWP into an effective and reliable computer technology [76], such as modeling
and analysis of correct timing [51], [17]; development of logic synthesis and computer-aided
design (CAD) tools for SWP circuits [74],[58]; and development of new wave pipeline-specific
circuit [39].
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A conventional synchronous instruction wave pipeline architecture is shown in Figure1.3.
Each active instruction in the pipeline can be regarded as a wave of input data. By removing
the internal register-latches, multiple instructions can propagate through the same logic stage
simultaneously at a higher clock frequency. Note that this wave pipeline is still synchronous
because the primary input (PI) and the primary output (PO) operate synchronously under the
control of the clock.
c
  Reg/Latch  Reg/Latch
CLOCK  
FETCH DECODE EXECUTE RESTORE
   Instruction
Figure 1.3: Instruction wave pipeline
In conventional pipeline, there are registers or latches between any two stages. At any instant
of time, there is at most one data active in a single stage as shown in Figure1.1. Whereas, in
wave pipeline, the internal registers or latches are removed, and multiple data can be active in the
same logic stages simultaneously as shown in Figure1.4. The clock cycle time in conventional
pipeline is determined by the maximum stage delay, that is Tck ≥ Dmax (where Tck is the clock
cycle time and Dmax is the maximum stage delay). In wave pipeline, the time constraint is
more stringent. The clock cycle time is determined not by Dmax but by the relative difference
between Dmax and Dmin, that is TmaxN < Tck <
Tmin
N−1 [19] (where N is the number of waves in
the circuit, Tmax is the maximum path delay and Tmin is the minimum path delay.
A wave pipeline can be built either in a synchronous or an asynchronous manner. Syn-
chronous wave pipeline uses a clock signal to synchronize the movement of datawave bits. It
7
Primary Output
Clock
Multiple waves active in the logic stagePrimary Input
Figure 1.4: Typical synchronous wave pipeline
has been successfully deployed in several commercial processors such as the floating point unit
of IBM 360/91 [1] and external caches in the HP PA8000 [33].
1.3 Clockless Wave Pipeline
Asynchronous wave pipeline uses request and acknowledgement signals (or only a request sig-
nal) instead of a global clock to serve as a reference signal. Asynchronous wave pipeline is
relatively more difficult to deploy than synchronous wave pipeline due to its explorativeness
and a few technological hurdles as mentioned before.
Clockless wave pipeline circuits have only been experimented in non-commercial sectors
such as the two-phase clockless wave pipeline, which uses only a single request signal line
[26, 23]. The specific architectural model investigated in this dissertation is the two-phase
clockless wave pipeline [23]. To the best of our knowledge, it is known to be the best in the
context of clockless wave pipeline.
The two-phase asynchronous wave pipeline was proposed by Hauck and Huss in [23] as
shown in Figure(1.5), which has the two-phase operation by alternating positive and negative
level-sensitive switches, and it employs a request signal only, no acknowledgement signal. Note
that the asynchronous wave pipeline with request signal only is referred to as clockless wave
8
pipeline in this dissertation.
req_in
data_in
Logic Block
         
switch switch switch
data_out
req_outd d
Logic Block
DmaxDmax
  1                     2         3                                                 4                    5        6                                                 7                    
Figure 1.5: Two-phase asynchronous wave pipeline [23]
As shown in Figure(1.5) [23], two types of switches, namely positive and negative switches,
logically and physically partition the circuit into several pipeline stages for datawave progress
alignment purposes, and a request signal controls the switches. A pair of a datawave and a
request signal level (either a high or low pulse of the request signal) enters the clockless wave
pipeline at the same time in full association, and they must stay so throughout the propagation
of the datawave.
The switch can be opaque or transparent to the datawaves. If opaque, the switch latches the
datawave and, if transparent, the datawave passes the switch without latching. Specifically, N-
type switches (negative switches) are made to be opaque to the datawaves associated with a low
request signal, and transparent to those associated with a high request signal. Symmetrically,
P -type switches (positive switches) are made to be transparent to the datawave associated with
a low request signal, and opaque to those associated with a high request signal. The propagation
of the datawave within a pipelined circuit is intermittent. Once the datawave enters the circuit, it
is assigned a request signal, at either high or low level. Then, by the design rule, as defined, the
datawave associated with a high request signal propagates through N switches without stopping
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for alignment, but has to be latched at P switches. Symmetrically, the datawave associated
with a low request signal propagates through P switch without stopping, but has to stop and be
latched at N switches. Figure(1.6) depicts the case of a datawave passing through a transparent
switch, and Figure(1.7) the case where a datawave is aligned at an opaque switch.
Corresponding Request Signal
Data Wave Propagates Without Latching
Transparent SwitchPrimary Input Primary Output
Request Signal
Logic StageLogic Stage
Figure 1.6: Transparent switch
Opaque Switch
Logic Stage
Corresponding Request Signal
Primary Input Primary Output
Aligned Data Wave
Request Signal
Logic Stage
Figure 1.7: Opaque switch
Ideally, there are multiple datawaves populated and propagating through the combinational
circuit simultaneously, and traditional delay-fault testing, modeling and assurance techniques
10
are not readily able to handle and evaluate the faults of successive transitions at the datawave
level in the circuit. Therefore, assurance and optimization of delay-oriented yield and reliability
is exigently demanded, and a key to the success of clockless wave pipeline technique. Ideally,
all path delays from PI to PO are to be equally or near-equally balanced. However, equal-
balancing of path delays is hard to realize even with the help of extensive tuning [68] for various
fabrication and runtime variations (such as power consumption, thermal distribution and design
errors to mention a few) to account for delay variations. Furthermore, clock skews due to
variations in the rise/fall time and the setup and hold time of the storage elements will limit the
clock frequency to within an increase only by a factor of 2 to 3, even by using the best known
design tuning method [75].
Two most representative delay-fault models for synchronous wave pipeline are as follows.
These fault models provide an important basis and guidance to theoretical characterization and
parameterization of delay faults for clockless wave pipeline in this dissertation as well as that of
wave pipeline in general. There have been a few works proposed on synchronous wave pipeline
design for reliability [57, 45, 12, 77], in which testing, characterization and parameterization
of datapath-oriented delay faults were proposed. However, there is no adequate and extensive
characterization and parameterization of the faults and yield for synchronous wave pipelines,
nor for clockless wave pipelines either. This is a great hurdle for reliable wave pipelines to
be realized. Therefore, it is imperative to develop formal methods for adequate and extensive
modeling of delay-faults precisely from a datawaves’ standpoint and at an integrated datawave
level to be able to assure and optimize the yield in early design stage. Without such theoretical
reliability assurance and optimization methods, ones precisely on integrated system level with
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focus on the datawaves, there is no efficient and effective way of designing a reliable wave
pipeline with fault tolerance.
1.4 Other Asynchronous/Clockless/Delay-Insensitive Circuit Design Techniques
Today, ever increasing attention is being paid to clockless circuits for the following outstand-
ing advantages: saving on circuit area due to no global clock-timing; reduced power and heat
dissipation; eliminating clock skew and global timing constraints; potentially improved perfor-
mance over synchronous worst-case; and potentially more efficient migration and adaptation to
new technology.
Various techniques have been proposed and researched to realize clockless (or asynchronous,
delay-insensitive) circuits. Some of the most outstanding techniques are reviewed in the follow-
ing.
Null-Convention-Logic is a technique to completely cover the entire range of signal state
by introducing null state in addition to conventional true and false states. Having null state
incorporated, NCL defines a new Boolean logic such that if any of inputs to a device is sensed
as inactive (as defined by null state), its result outputs an inactive or null signal. This way, data
signals can be self-synchronized by being able to discriminate active (or valid) and inactive (or
null) data without reference to a clock (i.e., asynchronously) [44, 11, 40, 60, 36].
Self-Resetting is a technique to control data-in and out of latches via a self-resetting feed-
back signal self-generated by combinational circuit instead of via a clock-controlled synchro-
nization signal. In entry-latch, a reset and reset-detection circuitry is placed to coordinate data-
in into the combinational circuit, and a feedback line is connected from exit-latch at the end of
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the combinational circuit [41, 69, 46, 53, 32, 39].
Opportunistic-Time-Borrowing is a semi-asynchronous technique to maximize the utiliza-
tion of clock signals. Having clock-latch and no-clock-latch laid out alternately for data-signal
synchronization, clock-latch (no-clock-latch) borrows a certain extent of no-clock (clock) pe-
riod of time from subsequent no-clock-latch (clock-latch) as needed if the subsequent no-clock-
latch (clock-latch) requires less no-clock (clock) period of time. To maintain the original func-
tionality intact, any borrowed clock (no-clock) period of time is supposed to be paid back
[21, 3, 9, 37, 62].
Micro-pipeline is a wave-pipeline technique to overcome the theoretical limit in speed and
throughput of conventional clock-synchronous pipeline technique. The basic asynchronous op-
eration is accomplished by a handshaking protocol in which two main signal lines (i.e., re-
quest and acknowledgement) coordinate and control datawaves without relying on any main
clock. This technique is more widely understood and practiced for its simplicity of control
[22, 55, 35, 64, 61, 63, 4, 47]; however, the overhead for heavy signaling for handshaking and
only marginal performance gain opens an opportunity for the clockless wave pipeline technique
under investigation in this chapter to achieve ultra-high performance through more technical
challenge.
Regardless of the outstanding benefits asynchronous circuits can offer, there are still a few
problems to be resolved before asynchronous circuits are extensively deployed in the commer-
cial market. The following are the hurdles for asynchronous circuit designers to address and
overcome: signaling overhead and complication for handshaking protocol in generic-type asyn-
chronous circuits such as micropipelines [63]; less availability of CAD tools and standard for
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design, testing, and manufacturing, which hinders the asynchronous circuit design paradigm
from extensive deployment and expansion [49, 50, 59]; potential algorithmic and hardware
overhead and complication to resolve hazards for asynchronous and non-monotonic process-
ing; lack and difficulty of theoretical method development to adequately address, assure, and
optimize the performance; and no adequate theoretical modeling and assurance of reliability of
asynchronous process on integrated system SoC level. The modeling, assurance and optimiza-
tion technique for reliability in early design phase is key to the success of asynchronous circuits.
In this context, this dissertation gives a great emphasis on the reliability modeling, assurance,
and optimization of clockless circuits integrated at the datawave level in the early design phase.
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CHAPTER 2
FAULT MODELS AND YIELD MODELING/ASSURANCE
In order to efficiently and effectively depart from the delay fault models of conventional syn-
chronous wave pipelines, we propose two new fault models. The proposed Intra-Wave Fault
Model is based on the Pulse Fault Model as proposed in our previous work [13]. Based on
the intra-wave fault model, we further propose the Inter-Wave Fault Model [16] to provide a
comprehensive yet essential understanding of the fault mechanism of a clockless wave pipeline.
The proposed fault models are used as the theoretical basis for the proposed yield modeling,
assurance and optimization method. Also, we take into account a synergistic fault model, in
which specifically, delay faults on request signal lines are modeled together with the datawave
delay faults, because correct association between datawaves and their request signals primarily
determines the delay-oriented yield and reliability.
2.1 Intra-Wave Fault and Yield
The path delay of a partial path can be represented as x. Suppose there are n such partial
paths (i.e. x1, . . .xn) and assume those partial paths are assumed to be well balanced in the
clockless wave pipeline under investigation. Also, without loss of generality, we may assume
the path delay for xi follows a Gaussian distribution with a mean µ and a standard deviation σ
as follows x ∼ N(µσ2), relying on each path being composed of at least several logic elements
contributing delay. Let x¯ be the sample mean, and s be the sample standard deviation.
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Then, µ and σ can be substituted for with x¯ and s, respectively, because x¯ and s are unbiased
estimators of µ and σ x ∼ N(x¯s2). Suppose fx(x) is the p.d.f. (probability density function) of
x as follows, fx(x) = 1√2pise
− (x−x¯)2
2s2 . By definition, the intra-wave fault is the probability that
some bits in the datawave proceed too fast and then overstep their associated request level (i.e.,
the probability of a setup time fault); or some bits in the datawave are so slow that they lag
behind the associated request level (i.e. a hold time fault) leaving some bits out of the range of
the supposed-to-be-associated request level interval. Figure 2.1 shows the rate of the intra-wave
fault as the integral of the shaded areas.
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Figure 2.1: Intra-wave fault rate
The request signal and all the data bits enter the circuit at the same time, and for proper
operation the request signal should be slower than the slowest bit of the datawave, and reach
the switch after the slowest bit. Likewise, the previous request signal should reach the switch
before the fastest bit of the associated datawave. The data skew (represented by △ in Figure
2.3) is supposed to be covered by the associated request level properly. Therefore, the coverage
of △ by the request level—i.e., the relative position between the datawave and its associated
16
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Figure 2.2: Detailed intra-wave fault
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Figure 2.3: Relative position between the request signal and datawave
low or high request level—may influence the intra-wave fault rate to a great extent.
α refers to the difference of propagation time between the slowest bit of the datawave and
the request level as shown in Figure 2.3. Thus, the associated request signal propagation delay
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(denoted as ds) can be expressed as ds = dmax+α. The propagation delay of the request signal
pulse through the switch (denoted as dp) is dp = dmin − (L− α−△). Thus, L = ds − dp. The
intra-wave fault rate at switch i is as follows:
Pi = 1−
∫ dmaxi+αi
dmini−(L−αi−△i)
1√
2pis
e(−
(x−x¯)2
2s2
)dx (2.1)
Placing n switches in the circuit, each of which with Pi, the intra-wave fault rate at each
switch where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the total intra-wave fault rate (Ptotal) is as follows:
Ptotal = 1−
n∏
i=1
(1− Pi) = 1−
n∏
i=1
(1−
∫ dmaxi+αi
dmini−(L−αi−△i)
1√
2pis
e(−
(x−x¯)2
2s2
)dx) (2.2)
Therefore, the overall yield Y = 1− Ptotal. Also, note that by using the proposed yield model,
at each switch i, we see that theoretical optimum is achieved by setting αi to 12(L−∆i).
2.2 Inter-Wave Fault and Yield
In order to extensively assure and optimize the reliability of the clockless wave pipeline, delay
faults between datawaves must be characterized and parameterized beyond the scope of the
Intra-Wave Fault. A preliminary result was reported in [14]. The proposed inter-wave fault
model reveals the effect of the proposed intra-wave fault in association with other primary
delay-oriented factors, such as the request signal and inter-datawave relation.
Delay faults can be viewed and modeled either vertically or horizontally at the moment
when the bits of a datawave reach the opaque switches. Vertically, datawave-delay faults can
occur within the scope of a datawave if its associated request signal goes out of association;
18
this has the effect of an intra-wave fault. Horizontally along each data-path, if path delay faults
occur, then data bits of two adjacent datawaves may collide and get invalidated across the scopes
of the datawaves; this type of fault is referred to as Inter-Wave Fault, as proposed here.
The inter-wave fault observes the bits of datawaves at each switch, and thus facilitates the
controllability and observability of datawave testing. Figure 2.4 demonstrates a snapshot of an
occurrence of a delay fault hit on two adjacent bits on a data path (horizontally)—that is, an
inter-wave fault.
Latl
dasfadsf Horizontal fault here
Logic
Request Signal
N P
Figure 2.4: Inter-wave fault as horizontal delay fault
Figure 2.5 demonstrates a detailed occurrence of an inter-wave fault in a data signal pulse
diagram between two datawaves (i.e., wave 1 and wave 2). Some bits of datawave 1 are over-
lapped with some other bits of datawave 2. Consequently the shape of datawave 1 becomes
smaller than normal indicating that these bits are invalidated and lost. Notice that as shown in
Figure 2.5, all the bits of datawave 1 arrive at the observation point (i.e., a switch) before the
request signal arrives. Hence, the shrink in the shape of the datawave is not caused by out-of-
19
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Figure 2.5: Signal transition diagram of inter-wave fault
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Figure 2.6: Inter-wave fault as a subset of intra-wave fault
association between the datawave and its request signal, but by the as-observed overlapping of
the bits in opposite transition. This distinguishes the inter-wave fault from the intra-wave fault,
which is an out-of-association between a datawave and its supposed-to-be-associated request
signal.
Notice that according to the theoretical definition of intra and inter-wave faults, we may
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state that existence of an intra-wave fault is a necessary but not sufficient condition for an
inter-wave fault to occur (i.e., inter-wave fault is a subset of intra-wave fault). Therefore, an
accurate modeling and analysis of the co-relation and co-effect between the two datawave faults
is needed for efficient and effective clockless wave pipeline design decisions and performance
optimizations. If an inter-wave fault occurs, some of the faulty bits have to be out of association
with its request level. This is illustrated in Figure 2.6. At A, the case where the intra-wave
fault doesn’t cause any inter-wave fault. At B, the two datawaves collide and cross each other
to cause an inter-wave fault, where some bits of the datawave on the left hand side run too fast
and break the association with its request signal and moreover collide and cross its neighboring
datawave on the right had side.
stwitch stwitch
path 1
path 2
A B
request level
Figure 2.7: Two bits, A (in falling transition) and B (in rising transition) on the same
datapath
In Figure 2.7, we show two bits A and B on a data path, each of which belongs to a different
datawave respectively and those two datawaves are adjacent in their sequence. Suppose bit A
is the front-most bit in the datawave which is supposed to propagate behind the datawave with
bit B as its rear-most bit. Then, a collision between bits A and B is equivalent to the Inter-Wave
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Figure 2.8: Probability for two bits on the same datapath causing an inter-wave fault
Fault by our definition. Without loss of generality, we make an assumption that the probability
for each switch to observe an Inter-Wave Fault is independent from each other since inter-wave
fault depends on the path delays through each partial circuit in between switches and the partial
circuits are functionally and physically independent. Under the assumption, we can assume
a random variable x with a Gaussian distribution to represent the delay of bit A; and another
random variable y also with a Gaussian distribution to represent the delay of bit B. Then based
on x and y, we can further assume a random variable d = x− y, and d also follows a Gaussian
distribution without loss of generality. Thus, d represents the status of collision between bits A
and B such that: (a) if d > 0 it indicates that there is no collision between bits A and B; (b) if
d = 0 it indicates that bits A and B just collide at the intersection of the two datawaves they
belong to; and (c) if d < 0 it indicates bit A surpasses bit B resulting in overlap between the
two datawaves they belong to, that is the Inter-Wave Fault we propose.
Given the above random variables assumed, Figure 2.8 demonstrates the probability density
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functions for inter-wave fault. Notice that the p.d.f. on the top represents the probability dis-
tribution to have the two bits A and B getting farther from each other due to an arbitrary delay
variation as indicated by the shift of the average point in the positive direction from the original
point at 0 by a; while the p.d.f. on the bottom represents the probability distribution to have
the two bits A and B coming closer to each other due to another arbitrary delay variation as
indicated by the shift of the average point in the negative direction from the original point at 0
by b. The L indicates the maximum difference, or the maximum value d, between bits A and B,
either in positive or negative direction. Also, note that each p.d.f. accounts for 50% of the entire
probability because without loss of generality we can assume that the probabilities for the two
bits to get farther or closer are equal unless otherwise specified. The dark area in the p.d.f. on
the top (i.e., P1) represents the probability that bit B is going beyond the left-edge of its request
level in the negative direction and thus will intersect and overlap with bit A; and vice versa (i.e.,
P2) in the the p.d.f. on the bottom. Thus, it shows that the farther the two bits get away, the
smaller is the probability for inter-wave fault; and vice versa. Therefore, summation of the dark
areas of each p.d.f. represents the total probability for the inter-wave fault (i.e., Pr(Inter-wave
fault/switch) at each switch. The probability for inter-wave fault in the p.d.f. on the top is
fx(d1) =
1√
2piSd1
e
− (d1−d¯1)
2
2S2
d1 and that in the p.d.f. on the bottom is fx(d2) = 1√2piSd2 e
− (d2−d¯2)
2
2S2
d2
where note that d1 and d2 represent the d in each p.d.f.). Thus, P1 and P2 are as follows:
P1 =
∫−L−a
−∞
1√
2piSd1
e
− (d1−d¯1)
2
2S2
d1 dd1 and P2 =
∫ −L+b
−∞
1√
2piSd2
e
− (d2−d¯2)
2
2S2
d2 dd2.
Therefore, the total probability Pr(Interwave fault/switch) = P1 + P2. Suppose there
are n such paths in a partial circuit, then the total probability for the inter-wave fault in each
partial circuit (i.e., Pr(Inter-wave fault/partial circuit)) can be expressed as follows: Pr(Inter-
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wave fault/partialcircuit) =
∏n
i=1 Pi because delays on each data path are independent.
Further, suppose there are m such partial circuits and let the Pr(Inter-wave fault/partial circuit)
be Pj , then the total probability for the inter-wave fault in the whole clockless wave pipeline can
be expressed as Pr(Interwave fault/pipeline) = 1−∏mj=1(1− Pj). Therefore, the resulting
yield Y = 1− Pr(Interwave fault/pipeline).
2.3 Request Signal Fault and Yield
Correct operation of a clockless wave pipeline is mainly determined not only solely by intra/inter-
wave fault but also by the request signal faults. Datawaves are guided by the request signal;
aligned at and by the P- and N-switches; and hence the request signal determines the correct
propagation of datawaves. Therefore, the request signal is the primary signal in control of
clockless wave pipeline processing. Any incorrect control over datawaves by request signal
may cause a fatal error leading to data corruption. Hence, ensuring a fault-free request signal is
a key to the successful realization of reliable clockless wave pipeline.
The Request Signal Fault of our interest is a glitch hit on the request signal due to crosstalk
or power pulse noises [2, 17, 30]. In [23], it was reported that glitches can hit on the request
signal created by a request signal generator. A glitch on a request signal breaks the datawave
in association with it (either transient, permanently, or intermittently); the faulty request signal
may instantaneously break the datawave at the instant the glitch hits, and let the head portion
of the broken datawave propagate through the next switch where the broken datawave will be
released earlier than the normal switch-blocking period of time. This broken datawave will
consequently proceed towards the datawave ahead of that and result in an inter-wave fault.
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Likewise, the tail portion of the broken datawave may suffer from any glitch hit on the request
signal associated with the following datawave, also resulting in another inter-wave fault. The
yield with consideration of the inter-wave fault caused by request signal faults can be evaluated
by extending the proposed inter-wave fault model in the previous section. In this context and
based on the proposed fault models and yield modeling/assurance methods, a solid method to
ensure a fault-free request signal is proposed in the following section.
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CHAPTER 3
FAULT TOLERANT DESIGN FOR REQUEST SIGNAL FAULTS
We propose two fault tolerant designs for clockless wave pipeline [15]: one targeting at re-
quest signal faults because the request signal is the most critical element for correct control
over the datawaves and overall computation; and the other targeting at datawave faults because
intra/inter-wave faults may still hit on the datawaves due to delay variations independent of re-
quest signal faults. The fault tolerant design for request signal will be addressed in Chapter 3,
and the one for datawaves will be addressed in Chapter 4. The efficiency and effectiveness will
be demonstrated by the proposed novel reliability and yield modeling and assurance techniques.
Request signal is a crucial control part of the pipeline. In practice, a request signal is highly
sensitive and vulnerable to electronic crosstalk or power pulse noise (referred to as glitch).
As the technology allows ultra-smaller device geometries, millions of closely spaced intercon-
nections, and higher switching speeds, electronic crosstalk noise is very likely to occur; and
it appears to be a major problem in the development of next generation high-speed integrated
circuits [42][72][78] [79]. In general, the request signals are caused by various electrical and
environmental factors such as voltage, temperature, humidity, etc. Crosstalk noises on request
signals could be permanent, transient, or intermittent. Any type of glitch on the request signal
is deleterious and may result in fatal datawave corruption.
In this chapter, inspired by the intrinsic properties of the two-phase pipeline, a unique,
simple, but effective and low overhead technique is proposed to fault tolerate crosstalk noises
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on request signal lines, to ensure fault-free request signals. Redundant hardware are introduced.
Theoretical formulations are probed and explored to explain the technique mathematically and
the simulation is conducted to demonstrate the effect of the proposed fault tolerance technique
at the end.
3.1 Possible Effects of Crosstalk Noise on the Datawaves
In clockless wave pipeline circuit, crosstalk noises can occur on low or high request signals, and
they could effect the regular control of request signal to N or P switches. There are four pos-
sible combinations between types of switch and noise altogether. In this section, each possible
combination and their effects is analyzed in-depth, thus the solution proposed later to solve this
request signal introduced fault problem can be easily comprehended.
3.1.1 High Request Signal with Crosstalk Noise to Pass N Switch
Figure3.1 shows the instance of crosstalk noise resided high request signal and its associated
datawave propagating a N switch. Part A depicts the fault-free situation before the datawave
and request signal propagating through the N switch. As mentioned earlier, datawave associated
with high request signal has to be latched at N switch, hence at part B in Figure3.1, part of data
bits are latched as normal until the crosstalk noise reach the N switch. The crosstalk noise
has the complementary electronic signal value to the regular request signal and it mislead the
switch, therefore, the switch switches from opaque state to transparent state immediately. Then
the latched first half bits of the datawave are permitted to start to propagate in the next stage of
circuit, which is improper since the first half bits start to propagate a lot earlier than designed. At
this time, these bits could invalidate the previous datawave because the present bits propagation
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A request signal with a glitch
before passing a N-swtich 
Data wave is passing a N-switch
first half data is aligned normally
Data wave is broken
after passing the N-switch
A B C
Figure 3.1: Crosstalk noise on a high request signal with the N switch
conflicted with the design specification.
The width of crosstalk noises are very short compared with the length of request signal
level, so the control signal switches back to normal request signal swiftly. The switch becomes
opaque again and the remaining bits of the current datawave are latched by the opaque switch.
At the end of this process, half of the data bits are propagating through the next circuit stage
and half of them are latched at the current switch. There is a big gap between them and this
data broken could causes fault because there may exist bits dependent in the process of bits
propagation. Part C in Figure 3.1 portray this situation.
Broken datawave with big gap eventually causes Intra Wave Fault [13] (the CWP delay
fault caused by improper cover of the datawave by the associated request signal level). Figure
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Figure 3.2: Broken data on the N switch causing intra-wave fault
3.2 traces the broken datawave propagation from the break point to the fault point. Site A is
position where the broken datawave was generated as discussed earlier. Site B displays the
situation where the broken datawave reaches the next switch: a transparent P switch. Site C
portrays the intra wave fault situation, where the first half datawave propagates too far and
goes beyond its limit because of the unexpected earlier startup. Thus it can not be covered by
its associated request signal level properly. The more specific explanation is that the first half
data wave starts to propagate earlier than designed and its propagation speed remains unchanged
despite the crosstalk noise and data broken, thus it reaches the next N switch earlier than normal
after propagating through two circuit sections, while in the normal case, all data bits must arrive
after the arrival of the frontier of the high request signal.
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3.1.2 High Request Signal with Crosstalk Noise to Pass P Switch
The second combination is the crosstalk noised resided high request signal and P switch. Figure3.3
traces the propagation process. The crosstalk noise occurs at site A, before the datawave prop-
agating through the P switch. According to the clockless wave pipelined circuit design rules,
the P switch is transparent to the datawaves associated with high request signals. Thus, at site
B, the datawave is propagating through the P switch without being latched. Site C depicts that
the P switch switches to opaque to data wave and recovers rapidly since the crosstalk noise take
the control of the P switch instantaneous. The temporary opaque section results a very small
section of momentary data latching as shown in the site C, and in site D, this small section of
latching datawave causes the tiny datawave broken.
It is important to notice that this tiny broken data does not bring any faults. The difference
between this and the situation in the first combination is that this broken is caused by temporary
latching other than temporary transparent, and temporary latching does not produce datawave’s
earlier startup as been discussed in the previous part. Since the width of the crosstalk noise is
really small, the gap between the two parts of the datawave is also too small to cause any faults,
even if bit dependence applied.
Note also if the crosstalk noises rate becomes excessive high, multiple single noises may
unite into one big glitch. In that case, the temporary latching time is enlarged , and consequently
the gap between the two parts of the broken data is broadened, then intra-fault could be possibly
occurs. Fortunately, in reality crosstalk noise density is hardly to be so high. So, in this chapter,
this combination is considered to be faulty free.
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The data wave is passing a P-switch
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going through the switch.
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Figure 3.3: Crosstalk noise on a high request signal with P switch
3.1.3 Low Request Signal with Crosstalk Noise to Pass P Switch
This combination can cause fault. It is very similar to the first combination. Datawave associ-
ated with low request signal is latched by the P switch, and the crosstalk noise can broken the
datawave with a big gap because of temporary transparent. At the next successive P switch,
intra-wave fault and bits dependent fault then occur. This combination is described in Figure
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3.4 and 3.5.
A request signal with a glitch
before passing a P-swtich 
Data wave is passing a P-switch
first half data is aligned normally
Data wave is broken
after passing the P-switch
A B C
P PP
Figure 3.4: Crosstalk noise on a low request signal with P switch
3.1.4 Low Request Signal with Crosstalk Noise to Pass N Switch
The case is similar with the second combination. Crosstalk noise on low request signal before
a N switch does not cause fault since temporary latching does not produce datawave’s earlier
startup and the tiny datawave broken does not cause bits dependent fault unless extremely ex-
cessive crosstalk noise density. The figure depicting this situation are omitted since it is same
as Figure3.3 except using N switch and low request signal instead of P switch and high request
signal.
Up till now, the complete four combinations of request signals and the switches are investi-
gated carefully, two of them, which are high request signal combined with N switch, low request
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Figure 3.5: Broken data on P switch causing intra-wave fault
Table 3.1: Fault cases
- N-switch P-switch
Crosstalk noise at high request signal faulty not faulty
Crosstalk noise at low request signal not faulty faulty
signal combined with P switch are suspicious to results faults in the present of crosstalk noise.
The other two combinations, which are high request signal combined with P switch, low request
signal combined with N switch are reluctant to generate any faults even crosstalk noises stand
on the request signal. This is summarized in Table 3.1.
3.2 Fault Tolerant Design Approaches
According to the discussion of the interactive behavior of the data waves and switches under the
present of faulty crosstalk noise in the previous section, redundant request line are introduced
into the two-phase asynchronous wave pipeline architecture to mask the occurred crosstalk
noise. The proposed method to ensure a fault-free request signal is Fault-Masking. The fault-
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Table 3.2: Truth table
A B A OR B A AND B
(regular signal) (crosstalk noise signal)
high low high X
low high X low
masking method is to employ redundant request signal lines and an AND and OR gate at each
P and N switch, respectively. An implementation of the fault-masking architecture is shown in
Figure 3.6.
An AND gate at a P switch will control the incoming datawave such that any low-glitch hit
on the request signal is masked to the normal (i.e., high) value unless every request signal is
hit by a low-glitch exactly at the same time (as illustrated in the upper row in Table 3.2; and
vice versa in the case of an OR gate at an N switch (as illustrated in the lower row in Table
3.2. Note that the probability for an original request signal and all redundant ones to be hit by
the glitches exactly at the same time is practically negligible. Hence, the proposed simple yet
powerful fault-tolerant request signal method by using the fault-masking technique is efficient
and effective.
Note not all crosstalk noises on the request signal can be hidden by this. The only condition
where this fault mask technique fails is that both of the request signal A and B has crosstalk
noises at the same time. In that case, another request line with accurate signal is needed to
achieve a higher fault tolerance rate and more reliable system. By this means, the number of
request line is expended to N so that the modified pipeline’s reliability can be described and
calculated theoretically in the next section.
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Figure 3.6: Modified two-phase asynchronous wave pipeline with redundant request signal lines
3.3 Reliability Calculation
Assume λ is the rate that the crosstalk noise occurs on any request signal line from the signal
entering the circuit to the signal arrives at the primary output of the circuit and assume the
primary request signal line and redundant request signal lines share the same crosstalk noise
rate.
3.3.1 Effectiveness of Multiple Request Signal Lines on Reliability
After the application of the redundant request signals, the crosstalk noises are masked away
except crosstalk noises occurs at every request signal at the same time. so, the final fault rate on
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the redundant request signal is:
λtotal = (λ× l
L
)N (3.1)
where l is the minimum valid crosstalk noise width, and L is the length of one request signal
section.
Thus, the total reliability of the request signal module is:
R(t) = e−(λ×
l
L
)N×t (3.2)
3.3.2 MTTG, λ, and L
We propose a reliability model to thoroughly verify the effectiveness of the proposed fault-
masking method. The model employs the Mean Time to Glitch (MTTG) to take into account
and demonstrate the effect of the fault-masking on request signals at different levels of redun-
dancy. Assume λ is the rate that a glitch hits on a request signal line during the period of time
from the instant of time when the signal was submitted into the primary input of the circuit to
the instant of time when the signal arrives at the primary output of the circuit. Also, assume that
the primary request signal line and redundant request signal line(s) have the same glitch rate
without loss of generality. Having the redundant request signal line(s) employed, the glitch can
be masked off except when the glitches hit on all the request signals respectively at the same
time.
Thus, the overall fault rate of the primary and redundant request signal(s) is λeffective =
(λ × l
L
), where l is the mean time width of a glitch’s effect, and L is the length of the request
signal; and the relative width ( l
L
) of a glitch hit on the request signal pulse L, is practically
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considered. Therefore, the effective reliability of N request signals inclusive of the primary
and redundant one(s) is R(t) = e−(λ× lL )N×t. MTTG is the mean time for a high or low signal
to propagate normally through the circuit before the first glitch hits. Hence, the MTTG can be
modeled as follows:
MTTG =
∫ ∞
0
R(t)dt
=
∫ kL
0
R(t)dt
=
∫ kL
0
e−λtdt
= −1
λ
e−λkL − (−1
λ
e−λ(0))
=
1
λ
(1− e−kLλ) (3.3)
where k is the depth of wave-pipeline, i.e., the number of request signal cycles needed for a data
signal to propagate through a partial circuit before being aligned at a switch; thus kL is the total
length of a request signal path within the partial circuit. Note that according to Equation (3.3)
the glitch rate can impact MTTG significantly, and L can be derived as L = ln(λ×MTTG−1)
kλ
.
The expression for L can be used as a theoretical bridge between MTTG-induced request signal
faults and intra/inter-wave faults; and is used as a primary driver to optimize the intra/inter-wave
fault rate with respect to a request signal fault.
Equation 3.3 shown that crosstalk noise rate can influence MTTG in a great extents, the
following Figure3.7 is plotted based on equation 3.3 with the assumption of known parameter
K, L, and it shows the decreasing trends of MTTG when the crosstalk noise rate increases.
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Figure 3.7: MTTG is decreasing when the crosstalk noise rate increases
3.3.3 Reliability of the Redundant Request Signal Part at MTTG
The reliability of a single request signal at the time t is:
R(t) = e−λt[31] (3.4)
Having MTTG theoretically identified, the reliability of a single request signal at MTTG [31]
can be expressed as follows:
R(MTTG) = R(
1
λ
(1− e−kLλ))
= e−λ(
1
λ
(1−e−kLλ))
= e(e
−λkL−1) (3.5)
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The reliability of the request signal part of the whole circuit with N request signal lines is:
Rtotal =
N−1∑
i=1
×N ×RN−i × (1− R)i × (1− P ) (3.6)
where P = λN .
The reliability of the whole request signal part at time point MTTG can be obtained by
combining equation 3.5 and 3.6 and displays as follows.
R(MTTG) =
N−1∑
i=1
×N ×RN−i × (1− R)i × (1− P )
=
N−1∑
i=1
×N × (e(e−λkL−1))N−i × (1− (e(e−λkL−1)))i × (1− λN) (3.7)
In Figure(3.8)R(MTTG)overall is plotted for 1, 2, 3, and 4 request signal lines, respectively,
and each with λeffective = 0.06. It shows that the overall reliability is enhanced exponentially
as the number of the redundant request signal lines increase. In practice, inclusion of an AND
or OR gate, and widening that gate to accommodate more request signal lines, would mean a
slight increase in the variance of the timing of the request signal, as perceived at a switch. So,
this increase in variance would eventually limit how worthwhile the Fault Masking is.
3.4 Implementation Result
The circuit implementation is conducted using Cadence to verify the proposed fault tolerant
technique. Two request signal lines with crosstalk noises are filtered by AND gate and OR
gate respectively. They are then extracted and simulated using Spectre. The designed circuit is
shown in Figure3.9.
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Figure 3.8: System reliability with 1,2,3,4 request signal lines
In Figure3.10, input1 and input2 are the signals of the two request signal lines and crosstalk
noises reside on them. The out signal shows that noises resided on the low request signal are
successfully masked away by the AND gate. Although the noise density on the high request
signal level double, as discussed in section 3.1, noises on the high request signal level for a P
switch is harmless until the crosstalk noise density goes extremely high and in reality, that is
hardly occur. Meanwhile the crosstalk noises accumulation can not happen since all the noises
resided on high request signal level, including the original noises and the AND gate introduced
noises, will be discard by the OR gate in the next successive N switch as shown in Figure3.11.
So there is no other faulty risk introduced by this technique.
Figure3.11 demonstrate the OR gate masks the crosstalk noise resided on high request sig-
nal. Equivalently, input1 and input2 are the two request signals with noises resided on and
out is the signal filtered by the OR gate, where the noises on the high request signal are hidden
away by the OR gate. Noise density on the low request signal also doubles after OR gate, but
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normally they will be casted away by AND gate in the next successive P switch.
Figure 3.9: Circuit implementation of the fault tolerant technique
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a totally new approach to fault tolerate crosstalk noises on request
signal in the clockless wave pipelined circuit by redundant hardware model, i.e., redundant
request signals.
It was illustrated that low level crosstalk noises on the high request signal line can cause
data broken and consequently intra-wave fault on N switches, whereas harmless to P switches.
On the contrary, high signal crosstalk noises in the low request signal line can result data broken
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Figure 3.10: Simulation of crosstalk noise on a low request signal masked by AND gate on P
switch
and intra-wave fault, but safe to N switches. Based on this cognition, AND gate are used to hide
high level crosstalk noises resided on low request signal to the P switch and OR logic gates are
used to mask low level crosstalk noises resided on high request signal level to the N switch.
This simple and efficient approach can hide all the crosstalk noises on request signal lines ex-
cept each redundant request signal line is impaired by crosstalk noise at the same time. Compu-
tations are achieved on the effectiveness of redundant request signal lines. It was demonstrated
that the reliability of the system increased exponentially as more redundant request signal lines
included. Furthermore, consideration of the reliability at MTTG (Mean Time To Crosstalk
noise), λ (crosstalk noise rate ) and L (request signal level length) were also been provided. Fi-
nally, the simulation verified that this approach is a novel yet practical fault tolerance technique
to the clockless wave pipelined circuit.
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Figure 3.11: Simulation of crosstalk noise on a high request signal masked by OR gate on N
switch
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CHAPTER 4
FAULT TOLERANT DESIGN FOR DATAWAVE FAULTS
The basic computational components of clockless wave pipeline are datawaves and request
signals. In this chapter we present the fault tolerant design for datawaves, namely the bipolar
switches in association with affiliate request signals. The proposed technique will reduce or
possibly completely tolerate the modeled intra-wave and inter-wave faults on datawaves.
The main objective of the proposed method is to control the shape of the datawaves to
maintain their width (i.e., dmax − dmin) within L (i.e., the length of the request signal pulse in
association).
4.1 The Basic Framework for Reliability Optimization
The basic framework for reliability optimization employs the proposed novel idea of Bipolar
Switches in association with Affiliate Request Signals.
The proposed bipolar switches, as shown in Figure 4.1, consists of two switches connected
in series where each of the switches has an opposite polarity. There are two types of bipo-
lar switches, PN-switch (i.e., series connection of P- and N-type switches) and NP-switch
(i.e., series connection of N- and P-type switches). The bipolar switches can be deployed such
that each type of bipolar switch is alternately placed through the circuit. The alternate place-
ment of bipolar switches enables the proposed Double Alignment Method, i.e., datawaves are
given another chance for alignment. Hence, there are two possible arrangements to consider in
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of the reliability enhanced 2-phase clockless wave pipeline
demonstrating the double alignment methods, such as PN-NP-PN and NP-PN-NP. As the two
arrangements are symmetric, we will demonstrate only the first arrangement of PN-NP-PN as
shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
In Figure 4.2, we show a datawave propagating through the stage in between the first PN
and NP; the datawave, which was initially supposed to be completely aligned (i.e., the first
alignment) at the P-switch in the first PN-switch, is then getting out-of-alignment during the
propagation due to variation in path delays; the datawave is associated with its primary request
signal with low-level; the affiliate request signal with low-level in length n is provided to control
the double alignment. Figure 4.3 demonstrates the double alignment method: at the NP-switch
the datawave just passes through the N-switch because the datawave is associated with high-
level primary request signal and the N-switch is transparent to high-level request signal; passing
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through the N-switch, the datawave then gets aligned at the P-switch (i.e., the second-chance
alignment) in association with the low-level affiliate request signal for n period of time because
P-switch is opaque to high-level request signal; the second-chance alignment period n can be
determined by the expected extent of the misalignment (note that in the symmetric case of NP-
PN-NP, the high-level affiliate request signal extends for p period of time). In Figure 4.4, it is
shown that the datawave has realigned after passing through the double alignment; Thus, the
proposed double alignment method will definitely reduce the chance for an intra-wave fault to
occur, thereby reducing the chance for an inter-wave fault as well.
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Figure 4.2: Before passing the middle N-switch and P-affiliated switch
4.2 Theoretical Validation of the Proposed Fault Tolerance Method
In order to demonstrate the validity of the proposed fault tolerance method for the datawave
faults, we use a modeling and assurance method as follows.
Assume a random variable x with a Gaussian distribution to represent the path delay of a
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Figure 4.3: Passing the middle N-switch and P-affiliated switch
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Figure 4.4: After passing the middle N-switch and P-affiliated switch
bit in a datawave without the bipolar switches; and y with the bipolar switches. The p.d.f. of
x can be expressed as follows: fx(t) = 1√2piσe
(− (t−µ)2
2σ2
)
. In order to manipulate the extra-delay
induced by the double-alignment, we introduce a parameter γ such that the value of the effective
extra-delay is n × γ (or symmetrically p × γ). y is the random variable of concern since that
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represents the new delay variable with the bipolar switches employed, and is to be formalized in
terms of the path delay variable without the bipolar switches (i.e., x). In the analysis, suppose
there is a specific path delay value z of x at which the bipolar switch has the effect of increasing
y from x (i.e., z) to x+ nγ (i.e. z + nγ) as shown in Figure 4.5. In this context, y and x can be
expressed as follows.
y =
{
x if x ≥ z
x+ n× γ if x < z (4.1)
The inverse function of Equation 4.1 is as follows, and illustrated in Figure 4.6.
x =
{
y if y ≥ z
y + n× γ if y < z (4.2)
An expected resulting p.d.f. of y, f(y), is shown on the bottom in Figure (4.7). As shown in
z+
x
y
z
z0
γn
Figure 4.5: Path delay with bipolar switches vs. without
Figure 4.7, f(y) can be derived range by range as follows: in the range (−∞, z), f(y) is shifted
downward resulting in the reduced shaded area beyondL to the left; this is an obvious indication
of Reduced Intra-Wave Fault Rate; likewise, in the range of (z, z+nγ), f(y) is shifted upward
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Figure 4.6: Inverse function
resulting in a new p.d.f; and the remaining portion of the p.d.f. remains unchanged.
1. If y ∈ [−∞, z],
fy(y) =
d
dy
F (y) =
d
dy
[
∫ y
−∞
fy(t)dt] =
d
dy
[
∫ x
−∞
fx(t)dt] =
d
dy
[
∫ y−n×γ
−∞
1√
2piσ
e
(− (t−µ)2
2σ2
)
dt]
=
1√
2piσ
e
(− (y−n×γ−µ)2
2σ2
) (4.3)
2. If y ∈ [z + n× γ,+∞], x = y. Thus, fy(y) = 1√2piσe
(− (y−µ)2
2σ2
)
.
3. If y ∈ [z, z + n× γ],
∀y ∈ [z, z + n× γ], x = y & x = y − n× γ
fx(y) =
1√
2piσ
e
(− (y−µ)2
2σ2
)
fx(y − n× γ) = 1√
2piσ
e
(− (y−n×γ−µ)2
2σ2
)
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Figure 4.7: Probability density function of the path delay with bipolar switches
and thus
fy(y) = fx(y) + fx(y − n× γ)
=
1√
2piσ
e
(− (y−µ)2
2σ2
) +
1√
2piσ
e
(− (y−n×γ−µ)2
2σ2
) (4.4)
Putting the fy(y)’s from each range together, the overall fy(y) is as follows and verifies the
correctness of the proposed model.
fy(y) =
∫ z−n×γ
−∞
1√
2piσ
e
(− (y−µ)2
2σ2
)
dy +
∫ z+n×γ
z−n×γ
1√
2piσ
e
(− (y−µ)2
2σ2
)
dy +
∫ ∞
z+n×γ
1√
2piσ
e
(− (y−µ)2
2σ2
)
dy
=
∫ +∞
−∞
1√
2piσ
e
(− (y−µ)2
2σ2
)
dy
= 1 (4.5)
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4.3 The Intra-Wave Fault Rate with the Proposed Architecture
Without loss of generality, we assume functional independence between PN bipolar switches
and NP bipolar switches, and then based on the shaded area in the p.d.f. on the bottom of Figure
4.7, the intra-wave fault rate for each type of bipolar switch (i.e., i–th n-type for a PN bipolar
switch and j–th p-type for an NP bipolar switch) can be expressed as follows, respectively.
Pi′th−n =
∫ dmini−(L−αi−△i)
−∞
1√
2piσ
e(−
(y−n×γ−µ)2
2σ2
)dy +
∫ +∞
dmaxi+αi
1√
2piσ
e(−
(y−µ)2
2σ2
)dy (4.6)
Pj′th−p =
∫ dminj−(L−αi−△j)
−∞
1√
2piσ
e(−
(y−p×γ−µ)2
2σ2
)dy +
∫ +∞
dmaxj+αj
1√
2piσ
e(−
(y−µ)2
2σ2
)dy (4.7)
Thus, assuming there are n number of n–type bipolar switches and p number of p–type bipolar
switches, the overall intra-wave fault rate (Poverall) can be expressed as:
Poverall = 1−
n∏
i=1
(1− Pi)×
p∏
j=1
(1− Pj) (4.8)
Therefore, the overall yield, Y , is
Y = 1− Poverall
=
n∏
i=1
(1− Pi)×
p∏
j=1
(1− Pj) (4.9)
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4.4 Simulations
The simulation and validation of the proposed fault tolerant model and design is conducted
against the delay information obtained from ISCAS benchmark circuits C432, C499 and C880
[83]. 83926, 9440 and 8642 paths with delay information are extracted from these three bench-
mark circuits, respectively. The statistical analysis of the path delays are implemented for with
or without the bipolar switches design respectively. The simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed fault tolerance technique using the bipolar switches has a great impact on the intra-
wave fault rate. Note that the simulations are conducted only with respect to intra-wave fault
because inter-wave fault functionally depends on intra-wave fault.
The circuit paths are extracted out from the benchmark circuit netlist specification. Then,
the delay information of the wires and gates, which are stored in the file in a stand delay format
(sdf), are applied to those paths. Because the delay information specified in this benchmark
circuit are all static worst case delay, the upper delay bound of each path can be directly obtained
by adding up the gate delay through the longest port for every gate and all the wire delays along
the path. The lower delay bound of each path is obtained by adding up the gate delay through
the shortest port for every gate and all the wire delays along the path.
Since the benchmark circuits are not in its pipeline design, at this point, the maximum and
minimum path delays are the bound for the whole path from the Primary Input to the Primary
Output. The benchmark circuits are virtually transformed into clockless wave pipeline circuits
and clockless wave pipeline circuits with bipolar latches for the demonstration purpose in this
work. The whole paths from PI to PO are ideally equally divided into multiple fractions, and
each fraction fits in to one stage. Note that in the real case, the functional dependence has to
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be considered when designing a pipelined circuit. Thus, the whole path usually is not divided
into equal fractions. However, the way how the pipelined circuit is designed does not effect the
simulation experiment results, since generally, the bipolar switch-based fault tolerant design
works on all clockless wave pipelined circuit.
In the original clockless wave pipeline design, there is only one latch (N or P) in between
stages. The delay of the latch is not counted in this work since it is negligible compared with
the whole path delay. According to the clockless wave pipeline architecture, the partial paths
are calculated as part of the path on any two attached stages. All the partial path delays are
considered as sample, and are statistically analyzed. Their results are listed in the tables to be
shown later.
In the bipolar switch-based fault tolerant design, the only difference is that there are two
latches in between stages instead of one latch. The partial paths are still part of the path on
any two attached stages. Since the added latches extended the faster paths, all the partial paths
which have longer path delay remains unchanged, while all the partial paths which have shorter
path delay are extended into a certain point. The value of this certain point depends on how the
parameters ( γ and np ) are set. All the new generated partial paths are considered as a sample,
and are statistically analyzed. Their results are listed in the tables too.
Table 4.1 and Figure 4.8 show the statistical analysis results of the benchmark circuit, C432
clockless wave pipeline, without bipolar design; Table 4.2 and Figure 4.9 show the statistical
analysis results of the same circuit with bipolar design respectively. They clearly manifest
the effectiveness of the bipolar design by increasing the values of Dmin. For example, the
value of Dmin increased from 41.5053 to 109.2241 when the circuit has 3 stages, while Dmax
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Table 4.1: Statistic of ISCAS C432 path delays in the original design (ps)
Number of Stages Mean Variance S.D. Dmax Dmin ∆
3 275.4943 1530.4559 39.121 323.6667 41.5053 282.1613
4 206.6207 860.8814 29.3408 242.75 31.129 211.621
5 165.2966 550.9641 23.4726 194.2 24.9032 169.2968
6 137.7471 382.614 19.5605 161.8333 20.7527 141.0807
7 118.069 281.1041 16.7662 138.7143 17.788 120.9263
8 103.3104 215.2204 14.6704 121.375 15.5645 105.8105
9 91.8314 170.0507 13.0403 107.8889 13.8351 94.0538
10 82.6483 137.741 11.7363 97.1 12.4516 84.6484
11 75.1348 113.8356 10.6694 88.2727 11.3196 76.9531
12 68.8736 95.6535 9.7803 80.9167 10.3763 70.5403
13 63.5756 81.5036 9.0279 74.6923 9.5782 65.1142
14 59.0345 70.276 8.3831 69.3571 8.894 60.4631
15 55.0989 61.2182 7.8242 64.7333 8.3011 56.4323
16 51.6552 53.8051 7.3352 60.6875 7.7822 52.9052
Table 4.2: Statistic of ISCAS C432 path delays in the fault tolerant design with np = 0.6, γ =
0.6 (ps)
Number of Stages Mean Variance S.D. Dmax Dmin ∆
3 275.542 1512.6147 38.8923 323.6667 109.2241 214.4426
4 206.6379 855.7118 29.2526 242.75 69.2208 173.5292
5 165.305 548.8563 23.4277 194.2 49.2819 144.9181
6 137.7523 381.5238 19.5326 161.8333 37.6823 124.151
7 118.0723 280.4876 16.7478 138.7143 30.2261 108.4882
8 103.3126 214.8549 14.6579 121.375 25.0874 96.2876
9 91.833 169.8152 13.0313 107.8889 21.3594 86.5295
10 82.6495 137.5813 11.7295 97.1 18.5463 78.5537
11 75.1358 113.7177 10.6638 88.2727 16.3566 71.9162
12 68.8744 95.5639 9.7757 80.9167 14.6088 66.3079
13 63.5763 81.434 9.0241 74.6923 13.1845 61.5078
14 59.0351 70.2212 8.3798 69.3571 12.0035 57.3536
15 55.0993 61.1741 7.8214 64.7333 11.0098 53.7235
16 51.6556 53.7691 7.3327 60.6875 10.163 50.5245
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Figure 4.8: Statistic of ISCAS C432 path delays
in the original design
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Figure 4.9: Statistic of ISCAS C432 path delays
in the fault tolerant design with np = 0.6, γ =
0.6
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Table 4.3: Statistic of ISCAS C499 path delays in the original design (ps)
Number of Stages Mean Variance S.D. Dmax Dmin ∆
3 239.355 1908.764 43.689 285.118 29.859 255.259
4 179.516 1073.68 32.767 213.838 22.394 191.444
5 143.613 687.155 26.214 171.071 17.915 153.156
6 119.677 477.191 21.845 142.559 14.929 127.63
7 102.581 350.589 18.724 122.193 12.797 109.397
8 89.758 268.42 16.384 106.919 11.197 95.722
9 79.785 212.085 14.563 95.039 9.953 85.086
10 71.806 171.789 13.107 85.535 8.958 76.578
11 65.279 141.974 11.915 77.759 8.143 69.616
12 59.839 119.298 10.922 71.28 7.465 63.815
13 55.236 101.65 10.082 65.796 6.89 58.906
14 51.29 87.647 9.362 61.097 6.398 54.698
15 47.871 76.351 8.738 57.024 5.972 51.052
Table 4.4: Statistic of ISCAS C499 path delays in the fault tolerant design with np = 0.6, γ =
0.6 (ps)
Number of Stages Mean Variance S.D. Dmax Dmin ∆
3 239.562 1834.537 42.831 285.118 91.121 193.997
4 179.633 1041.045 32.265 213.838 56.854 156.984
5 143.688 670.044 25.885 171.071 39.97 131.101
6 119.729 467.135 21.613 142.559 30.245 112.314
7 102.619 344.189 18.552 122.193 24.049 98.145
8 89.787 264.098 16.251 106.919 19.812 87.107
9 79.808 209.032 14.458 95.039 16.76 78.28
10 71.825 169.553 13.021 85.535 14.471 71.064
11 65.294 140.288 11.844 77.759 12.7 65.059
12 59.852 117.995 10.863 71.28 11.294 59.986
13 55.247 100.623 10.031 65.796 10.153 55.644
14 51.3 86.823 9.318 61.097 9.211 51.885
15 47.879 75.679 8.699 57.024 8.422 48.601
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Figure 4.10: Statistic of ISCAS C499 path de-
lays in the original design
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Figure 4.11: Statistic of ISCAS C499 path de-
lays in the fault tolerant design with np =
0.6, γ = 0.6
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Table 4.5: Statistic of ISCAS C880 path delays in the original design (ps)
Number of Stages Mean Variance S.D. Dmax Dmin ∆
3 294.938 5993.6 77.418 458.865 19.891 438.973
4 221.203 3371.4 58.064 344.148 14.918 329.23
5 176.963 2157.696 46.451 275.319 11.935 263.384
6 147.469 1498.4 38.709 229.432 9.946 219.487
7 126.402 1100.865 33.179 196.656 8.525 188.131
8 110.602 842.85 29.032 172.074 7.459 164.615
9 98.313 665.956 25.806 152.955 6.63 146.324
10 88.481 539.424 23.226 137.659 5.967 131.692
11 80.438 445.805 21.114 125.145 5.425 119.72
12 73.734 374.6 19.355 114.716 4.973 109.743
13 68.063 319.186 17.866 105.892 4.59 101.302
14 63.201 275.216 16.59 98.328 4.262 94.066
15 58.988 239.744 15.484 91.773 3.978 87.795
Table 4.6: Statistic of ISCAS C880 path delays in the fault tolerant design with np = 0.6, γ =
0.6 (ps)
Number of Stages Mean Variance S.D. Dmax Dmin ∆
3 296.008 5556.114 74.539 458.865 125.245 333.62
4 221.644 3225.019 56.789 344.148 74.18 269.969
5 177.175 2098.225 45.806 275.319 49.862 225.457
6 147.586 1470.12 38.342 229.432 36.284 193.148
7 126.477 1085.042 32.94 196.656 27.876 168.781
8 110.653 833.241 28.866 172.074 22.275 149.8
9 98.35 659.682 25.684 152.955 18.336 134.618
10 88.509 535.103 23.132 137.659 15.449 122.21
11 80.46 442.71 21.041 125.145 13.261 111.884
12 73.752 372.329 19.296 114.716 11.557 103.159
13 68.077 317.457 17.817 105.892 10.201 95.691
14 63.213 273.87 16.549 98.328 9.1 89.228
15 58.998 238.677 15.449 91.773 8.192 83.581
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Figure 4.12: Statistic of ISCAS C880 path de-
lays in the original design
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Figure 4.13: Statistic of ISCAS C880 path de-
lays in the fault tolerant design with np =
0.6, γ = 0.6
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remains unchanged. As a result, ∆, i.e., decreased from 282.1613 to 214.4426. The mean and
variance all have no significant change. If L and α remained the same, dmini − (L − αi − δi)
and dminj − (L − αj − δj) have become smaller. Therefore, according to Equation 4.6 and
Equation 4.7, the intra-wave fault rate of the design with bipolar switches are theoretically
reduced.
The statistical analysis results of circuit C499 and C880 with and without bipolar design
are also conducted. Similar with the analysis of circuit C432, the statistical analysis results of
the circuit, C499 clockless wave pipeline, without bipolar design are shown in Table 4.3 and
Figure 4.10; the statistical analysis results of the circuit, C499 clockless wave pipeline, with
bipolar design are shown in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.11; Table 4.5 and Figure 4.12 show the
statistical analysis of the circuit C880 without bipolar design; and Table 4.6 and Figure 4.13
shown the statistical analysis of the circuit C880 with bipolar design. They all support the
claim that we have for the circuit C432 as discussed above, that the bipolar design can reduce
the intra-fault rate significantly by increasing the value of Dmin of the circuit.
In order to further clearly demonstrate the difference of intra-wave fault rate between the
design with and without bipolar switches, the intra-wave fault rates for the benchmark circuit
c432 are calculated in the original design and the design with bipolar switches when np and γ
are set to 0.8. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15. In both designs, the
intra-wave fault rates decrease dramatically as the request signal length (L) increases, and as
the circuit is divided into more stages, the intra-wave fault rate increases. The intra-wave fault
rate with bipolar switches of the clockless wave-pipelined circuit is significantly lower than the
equivalent circuit without bipolar switches. For example, the intra-wave fault rate is 0.0218%
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Figure 4.14: Intra-wave fault rate in the original design of c432
if the circuit has 3 stages and the request signal level is 310.377ps long in the original design,
while the intra-wave fault rate of the new design drops to 0.01009% under the same circuit
circumstance.
Figure 4.16 demonstrates the effectiveness of the bipolar switch-based design further by
depicting the percentage of the intra-wave fault rate decrease in the new design of the benchmark
circuit c432 compared with the original design. This comparison is conducted in the same
circuit with different stage numbers varying from 3 to 16. For simplicity , we set α to be equal
to 0.5 and set np and γ to be equal to 0.6. The detailed effectiveness of these parameters is
researched and shown in the Figures 4.17 - 4.19. As shown in Figure 4.16, the bipolar switch-
based design achieves 16.313% intra-wave fault rate decrease when the circuit has 3 stages, and
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Figure 4.15: Intra-wave fault rate in the fault tolerant design of c432 with np = γ = 0.8
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Figure 4.16: Decreased intra-wave fault rate with the fault tolerant design of c432, α = 0.5,
np = γ = 0.6
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achieves 1.083% intra-wave fault rate decrease when the circuit has 15 stages. Thus, it reveals
that even though the intra wave fault rate is higher if the same circuit being divided into more
stages, the bipolar switch-based design is more effective in the circuit with less stages.
As illustrated in the Equation 4.6 and 4.7 , the parameters α, n, p, γ all play very important
roles in the bipolar switch-based design. Thus, an experiment is designed to explore the effec-
tiveness of those parameters on the intra-wave fault rate of the benchmark circuit c432. The
experiment is carried out with focus on the following three analyses: to analyze the effective-
ness of request signal length on intra-wave fault rate; to analyze the effectiveness of np× γ on
intra-wave fault rate; to analyze the effectiveness of np and γ on intra-wave fault rate separately.
They are illustrated in Figures 4.17 - 4.20, and 4.19.
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Figure 4.17: Effectiveness of np × γ and α in the fault tolerant design of c432 with stage
number = 5
In Figure 4.17, the effectiveness of parameter α and np × γ on intra-wave fault rate is
evaluated. Since L = ∆ + 2α and ∆ is static once the number of stages in the circuit is fixed,
the value of α actually determines the length of the request signal level. As shown in the figure,
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the intra-wave fault rates are reduced significantly as the request signal length changes from
100 ps to 350 ps if the circuit has 5 stages. This can be accounted for the effectiveness of α on
the intra-wave fault rate indirectly. The parameter np× γ is also very critical to the intra-wave
fault rate, while its effectiveness is not very visible as shown in this figure. Thus, in the next
figure, they are further investigated.
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Figure 4.18: Effectiveness of np× γ in the fault tolerant design of c432 with stage number = 5
Figure 4.18 shows the effectiveness of np × γ as the intra-wave fault rates when stage
number is 5 and the request signal length is in 100 − 350ps. The higher the value of np × γ
goes, the lower the intra-wave fault rate is. As shown in the figure, the intra-wave fault rate is
0.0075399% when np × γ equals to 0.96 and the request signal level equals to 203.15616 ps,
while the intra-wave fault rate is 0.0000229% when np × γ equals to 0.24 at the same request
signal level length. The situation of np × γ = 0 is actually the case where there is no bipolar
switches. As shown in the figure, the intra-wave fault rate when np× γ = 0 is the highest. This
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is another evidence of the effectiveness of the bipolar switch-based fault tolerant design.
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Figure 4.19: Effectiveness of np× γin the fault tolerant design of c432 with α = 0.8∆
Figure 4.19 is another figure showing the effectiveness of parameter np×γ on the intra-wave
fault rate with designs with respect to different stage numbers when α = 0.8. The intra-wave
fault rate increases greatly as the stage number increases, and reduces significantly as np × γ
increases.
Figure 4.20 serves the purpose of further illustrating how the parameter of np and γ affect
the intra-wave fault rate individually, when the circuit has 3 stages and α is 0.8. As shown in
the figure, γ has significant effects on the intra-wave fault rate. The intra-wave fault rate drops
greatly as γ increases from 0 to 1. np also affects the intra-wave fault rate considerably such
that intra-wave fault rate drops as np increases. The effectiveness of np is particularly addressed
and demonstrated in Figure 4.21 as γ = 0.5.
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Figure 4.20: Effectiveness of np and γ in the fault tolerant design of c432 with stage number
= 3, α = 0.8∆
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Figure 4.21: Effectiveness of np in the fault tolerant design of c432 with stage number = 3,
α = 0.8∆, and γ = 0.5
4.5 Conclusions and Discussion
In this chapter, the bipolar switches in association with affiliate request signals has been pro-
posed to tolerate intra-wave fault on the datawaves of the 2-phase clockless wave pipeline. The
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basic framework of this reliability optimization technique was: it replaces every single polar
switch in the original clockless wave pipeline design by bipolar switches, which consists of
two switches with opposite polarity connected in series devised by attaching the opposite po-
larity switch to the one in the original clockless wave pipeline design; in addition, two extra
request signals, signal N and signal P, are affiliated into the basic framework to control the
newly attached switches; specifically, we use the affiliate signal N to control the newly attached
P switches, and use the affiliate signal P to control the newly attached N switches.
These bipolar switches in association with affiliate request signals enable double alignment
of the propagating bits of the datawaves in the 2-phase clockless wave pipeline. It is demon-
strated that double alignment can significantly reduce the data skew along the datapaths. As the
intra-wave fault is caused by the data skew on different data paths, the bipolar switches in as-
sociation with the affiliated request signals can effectively slow down the propagation speed of
the faster data bits without affecting the propagation of the slower data bits. Therefore, the data
skew rate has been reduced and consequently the intra-wave fault rate is effectively reduced as
well.
The effectiveness of the proposed fault tolerant technique is statistically verified by com-
paring the new and old probability density function of the path delays within the circuit and by
calculating the integrals of these probability density functions. Moreover, the equations to cal-
culate the intra-wave fault rate of the new 2-phase clockless wave pipeline with bipolar switches
and affiliate request signals are provided.
The proposed fault tolerant model and design were simulated and experimented on ISCAS
benchmark circuits c432, c499 and c880. The results show that the proposed bipolar switch-
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based design reduced the intra-wave fault rate significantly. On c432, it achieves 16.313%
intra-fault rate decrease when the circuit has 3 stages, and achieves 1.083% intra-wave fault
rate decrease when the circuit has 15 stages. Furthermore, more experiments were conducted
to explore the effectiveness of different parameters, i.e., α, γ, n, p, and number of stages,
on intra-wave fault rate of the new proposed bipolar switch-based clockless wave pipeline. The
experimental results demonstrated that, specifically, αwith np×γ, np×γ, np and γ individually,
and number of stageswith np×γ play critical roles in the bipolar switch-based clockless wave
pipeline design, and can effect the intra-wave fault rate substantially.
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CHAPTER 5
THE PROPOSED NEW WAVE PIPELINE FOR MAXIMUM CIRCUIT SPEED AND
RELIABILITY ASSURANCE
In this Chapter, a new approach to substantially enhance the circuit speed is proposed in the
context of conventional wave pipeline. The proposed approach is based on the fact that there is
more temporal space in combinational circuits to push the frequency of datawaves by allowing
superimposition between adjacent datawaves. Due to the ultra-tight delay constraint by allowing
datawave-superimposition, it is highly required to assure that there is no uncertainty region
in terms of mutual exclusion between adjacent datawaves. Also, even a slight possible delay
variation in the designed-delay of datawaves can be hardly tolerated in order to achieve a reliable
data processing at the ultimately maximum circuit speed. Under the above mentioned delay-
constraints, the dynamically bounded delay has to be taken into account in order to fully address
the practical circuit-delay issues.
Therefore, the dynamically bounded system delay model as a basis is necessary to ade-
quately characterize the datawave processing in the context of conventional wave pipeline. The
performance advantage of the proposed technique over conventional wave pipeline will be the-
oretically demonstrated along with the cost for the higher reliability requirement. Also, a new
output register architecture with delay buffers will be designed and presented in order to achieve
the resulting performance and reliability of the proposed approach.
This chapter is organized as follows: The delay uncertainty issues in high speed circuits is
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addressed in the Section 5.1; The dynamically bounded system delay model is introduced and
the new delay model in the context of conventional wave pipeline is proposed in the Section
5.2; Then the proposed new technique to maximize the circuit speed is presented in the Section
5.3; The proposed new wave pipeline technique is simulated and verified on ISCAS benchmark
circuits in the Section 5.4; Then, this chapter is concluded in the Section 5.5.
5.1 High Speed Circuits and Delay Uncertainty
The number of transistor devices on an IC and the operating frequency have both been increas-
ing dramatically ever since the first commercial integrated microprocessor developed by Intel
Corporation [28] in 1971 built by using a 4-bit CPU implemented with 2,300 transistors and
with the 8 micro-meter fabrication technology. Since then, the management of circuit delay and
reliability assurance have become exigent issues for the design of high performance and speed
integrated circuits. Today, as predicted by the Moore’s Law, the density of the core processor
built by Intel Corporation has reached 151 million transistor count with the 65 nano-meter fab-
rication technology and its operating circuit frequency has reached 2 GHz [81]. As the circuit
operating frequency becomes higher and higher, the circuit is more and more susceptible to the
delay uncertainty. The delay uncertainty can easily cause timing constraint violation within a
system if not managed tightly and adequately.
In this context, in the state-of-the-art conventional wave pipeline technique-based processor
cores, the circuit reliability assurance has been a much more critical issue in order to achieve
the low-power and higher performance compared to the conventional pipeline-based circuits
[76]. Since the proposed new technique to achieve the maximum possible circuit speed in
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combinational circuits exploits a further or possibly the furthest temporal or spatial space in
order to push the clock frequency to its possible maximum, the assurance of the circuit reliability
is the key to the success of the realization of the maximum circuit frequency.
There are various factors [34] [71] [5] reported to cause the circuit delay variation such as the
transistor channel length, the dopant atom count in the semiconductor, the oxide thickness, the
dielectric thickness, the Vcc value, and the temperature, to mention a few. Those variation fac-
tors may occur during function or physical-level design, fabrication, or even circuit-execution
time. The delay variation due to fabrication process and environmental parameters are known to
be one of the dominant factors that cause the uncertainty of delay of the signals within a circuit
[71]. The variations in the power supply voltage [52], temperature [54], and electromagnetic
effects [6] also are reported to affect the signal delay, as another major factors causing the delay
and timing uncertainty. On transistor level, the variation of geometric and electrical parameters
such as the effective channel length and threshold voltage are also known to be the possible
causes to introduce delay uncertainty [73]. On wire level, capacitive and inductive coupling
among wires may also cause delay uncertainty [66] [67] [29] as the device scale down below
deep submicron. Furthermore on wire level, the geometry of the interconnects may cause de-
lay variation due to limitation of the design and manufacturing process for highly dense and
complex circuit routing [38], [80], [43].
On a functional level, another major contributor to circuit delay uncertainty is the fact that
circuit delay can be dictated by data dependency of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) circuit. The gate delay actually heavily depends on how many and which inputs are
rising or falling, and the arrival time of those rising or falling inputs [65].
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Traditional static delay models, which only consider the resistance and capacitance in a gate
can not adequately and accurately capture the delay behavior within a circuit. Most commercial
circuit simulators don’t have the capability to compute practical circuit delay since they gener-
ally assume a static delay model without being able to incorporate the timing uncertainties due
to the above mentioned causes for delay variations at various production phases.
Therefore, a delay model with consideration of the delay uncertainty and data dependency
is necessitated especially for such circuit design methodologies as wave pipelining in which a
tight control of delay is required. Gray [20] proposed a delay model which incorporates the
data dependency for computing the circuit delays. Then, a bounded delay model was proposed
[56], in which a bound [dmin, dmax] can be computed for each circuit component. Furthermore,
a dynamically bounded delay model [25] was proposed, in which the delay bound in [56] can
be manipulated with the possible delay variations considered.
5.2 The Proposed Circuit Delay Model
The basic delay model can be viewed on the gate level and the delay information of each type
of gate can be based on the data in a technology file for placement and routing purpose. The
gate delay can be defined by the time period required for a bit propagation from the time when
the signal of the bit crosses the threshold-voltage (either on the rising pulse or falling pulse
depending on how the behavior of the gate is defined) until the time when the signal crosses
back the threshold-voltage in the opposite direction from the input signal. The gate delay is
essential to extend the circuit timing and analysis because it is the unit delay component of
any extended delay computation; and the clock cycle must obey the fact that no input signal be
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injected into the circuit at least before the time interval required by the worst case gate delay.
Note that due to the possible delay variation as discussed earlier, even on the gate delay level,
a bound can be imposed. For instance, the dependency of delay on the data value of the signal
can vary to the extent of the delay bound across a gate; and all other possible sorts of delay
variation can necessitate the dynamic delay evaluation before determining the clock frequency
of the circuit under design.
The gate delay model [82] considers two delay components: one is a constant component of
the delay as referred to as the parasitic delay, the other is the dynamic component of the delay
which is proportional to the load on the output signal as referred to as the effort delay. Also, the
gate delay model [73] can manage both the cases of the output change to be observed at a rising
edge and vice versa. Note that measurement technique of either the gate delay and path delay
is beyond the scope of the work.
Delay path is a route of an input signal on a path as a chain of devices from a given input
to a particular output. Hence, a path delay is the sum of all the gate delays and the wire delays
on the path. Critical path is the path with the longest path delay, which generally determine the
speed of the circuit. Likewise, the shortest path delay can be determined. Therefore, the path
delay model [73] can be computed and evaluated cumulatively based on the gate delays on the
path reaching at an observation gate. Thus, the bound on the delay on a path also carries on
cumulating the delay bounds on the gates on the path, referred to as the bounded path delay.
When there exist more than one path in the circuit to reach at a common gate or device for
signal observation, then the critical path delay among those multiple path delays determines
the upper bound of the bounded path delay, and likewise the lower bound is determined by
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the shortest path delay. In fact, in the path delay with a bound, a further consideration of
delay variation is to be made in order to address the possible delay faults that may cause an
invalidation of the data signals unless otherwise tolerated.
5.2.1 The Proposed Bounded System Delay Model
The bounded delay model views the delay as a bounded interval instead of a static single value.
The dynamic bounded delay model has extended the interval to a dynamically bounded interval
in order to capture the delay variations due to different operating conditions. All the delays
from primary input to primary output, or to any gate within the circuit, is the cumulative sum of
the delays of all the gates on each path. The path delay is also bounded since gate delay on the
path is bounded. However, the path delay bounds are not simply the sum of the bounds of all
the nodes because the gate delay is affected by various operating conditions dynamically such
that during a path delay computation, a possible delay variation due on the next gate delay may
either be added to or subtracted from the overall cumulative path delay bound depending on the
gate’s positive or negative contribution.
For any arbitrary path, the actual path delay from the primary input to any node within a
combinational circuit is falling into a range between dmin and dmax, where dmin represents the
minimum propagation delay on the path, i.e, the shortest path delay, and dmax represents the
maximum path delay on the path, i.e., the longest path delay. The snapshot of a bit propagation
and its delay bound on a path within a combinational circuit can be illustrated as shown in
Figure 5.1. The line in between dmin and dmax represents the bound, i.e., the interval of the
propagation time, from the primary input to the node.
A datawave can be viewed as a vector of data which consists of multiple bits; hence there
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Figure 5.1: Bounded delay for a single bit
may exist multiple delay bounds, each of which exhibited by each bit possibly on a different
path. Those multiple bounds can be represented by a polygon formed by the upper bound
datawave and the lower bound datawave. Thus, at any instant of time during a datawave prop-
agation, a datawave can be located within a polygon which is the possible range of span of the
datawave and all the bits in the datawave can be covered by this polygon inclusively. The poly-
gon may continue to mutate its shape during the datawave propagation since the cumulation of
bounded path delay by each bit in the polygon continues to increase possibly at different rate
determined by the path delay and the gate delays it takes. Note that there exists only one unique
polygon for a datawave at any instant of time of propagation. In this context, the polygon in
which the lower bound of the last front-end bit hits the primary output forms a unique polygon,
and this is the polygon that enables us to compute the maximum clock frequency in this work.
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It is defined as the polygon in which the lower bound of the slowest bit (since we use bounded
delay model, each bit will hit the output within a delay interval with an upper and lower bound)
hit the output. Technically, all the other bits are in the output delay buffers at that time. Yet
this wouldn’t affect our purpose, since, even though the bits are physically in the output de-
lay buffers, their bounded path delay intervals can still be recorded and calculated, and these
intervals are the all essential information necessary to summarize this polygon.
Polygon representations of datawaves are dynamically changed during the propagation pro-
cess, thus there must exist one polygon that it is just big enough to cover every other polygon
within the circuit. This polygon is called Global Maximum Polygon (GMP). It is guaranteed
that there is no collision between datawaves if those GMPs are not overlapping, because every
datawave is covered by a GMP inclusively.
There are two important intrinsic properties of the delay variation that decide which poly-
gon is the GMP. First is the cumulative property of delay variation. Since the path delay is the
sum of of all the gate delays and wire delays on the path, its variation is also the cumulation
of gate delay variation and wire delay variation. Thus, the delay variance will always reach its
maximum value at the end of the path. The second property is the similar property of delay
variation. The main factors cause delay uncertainty, such as the power supply voltage , tem-
perature, electromagnetic effects, i.e., all have the similar effect on each gate. Thus, two paths
having similar gates on it also have the similar delay variance. These two properties are the
prominent key points leading to the GMP, and can be confidently set up to the last instance of
polygon in the circuit, i.e., the front end polygon.
The bounded delays of a datawave viewed in a polygon is used to define the proposed delay
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model referred to as Bounded System Delay Model in this work. Figure 5.2 illustrates a polygon
of a datawave propagation in a 4− bit combinational circuit.
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Figure 5.2: Polygon representation of a datawave
The polygon representation views delays at the system level, and the proposed bounded
system delay model can view and manipulate delays at a system level temporally and spatially.
It actually extends the concept of circuit delay from currently prevalent delay path-based level to
system level. Instead of only paying attention to the critical path, or at most includes the shortest
path as practiced in the delay path-based model, the bounded system delay model considers
every path, and assigns a bounded interval to every path at every node along the path. Thus the
system delay model is able to view the datawave propagation integratively, other than bit by bit.
The polygon can be interpreted temporally as the bounded intervals of the delay time from
the primary input to a certain position, also it can be interpreted spatially as the bounded inter-
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vals of the datawave propagation physical locations after a certain period of propagation time.
Even though temporal bounded system delay model and spatial bounded system delay model
are conceptually different, both of them describe the same physical phenomena. The spatial
model is good at illustrating and understanding the propagation situation of datawaves and the
temporal model is more suitable at delay calculations.
The temporal/spatial bounded system delay model dynamically visualizes the datawave
propagation situation. By locating the bounded system delay information into a coordinate
system, the datawave propagation situation can be easily viewed at the system level.
Figure (5.3) shows a sample combinational circuit with 10 AND gates at the gate level,
and each AND gate is assumed to have a bounded gate delay of 4 ∼ 5 ns. Figure 5.4 shows
the temporal bounded system delay model extracted from the circuit module. The alphabets
or numbers represent the input or output of the gates. They are used to represent paths within
the circuit in this work. There are 23 paths totally in this circuit, namely hm8, hmz7, gm8,
gmz7, gsy7, gs6, gsw5, f6, fw5, fx5, f4, epx5, ep4, e3, dpx5, dp4, d3, cv2, c1,biv2, bi1, aiv2,
and ai1. The x-axis represents the temporal path delay measurement. The y-axis characterizes
the arrangement of paths within the system. Whereas, the precise locations of the paths on the
y-axis do not make differences to the visualized temporal/spatial bounded system delay model
according to our purpose of timing analysis. So they are just arbitrarily distributed on the y-axis
without being sorted as shown in Figure 5.4. The dashed line represents a propagating datawave
with each bit properly located in between a pair of dots. The 23 pairs of dots simulate the 23
bounded intervals for the delay on the 23 paths. However, it doesn’t mean that there are 23
physical bits propagating simultaneously from the input to the output. As seen in Figure 5.3,
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there are only 8 input bits and 8 output bits in the circuit, but the exclusive numeration of the
23 paths along with the 23 dots of the circuit are essential for our bounded system delay model,
but the 23 bits can only be regarded as virtual bits.
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Figure 5.3: Example of a combinational circuit at gate level
If the x-axis indicates the spatial physical distance measurement (i.e., propagation depth) on
each path other than the amount of temporal delay, it is a spatial bounded system delay model.
The spatial bounded system delay model of the combinational circuit shown in Figure 5.3 is
shown in Figure 5.5. The polygon represents a propagating datawave in the middle of the
circuit. It shows the physical range after a certain period time of propagation, and the datawave
is guaranteed to locate itself into it, with each bit being spatially bounded by the lengthmax and
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Figure 5.4: Extracted temporal bounded system delay model
lengthmin, which are represented by the two dots in the figure, where lengthmax is the upper
bound of the length interval, and lengthmin is the lower bound.
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Figure 5.5: Extracted spatial bounded system delay model
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The temporal/spatial bounded system delay model is applied to the conventional pipeline
and conventional wave pipeline next. The conceptional difference of them is demonstrated
clearly within the model.
5.2.2 Conventional Pipeline
In conventional pipeline, the circuit is divided into multiple stages by registers or latches. Each
stage can have one and only one datawave propagating through at any instant of time. The clock
cycle of conventional pipeline is determined by the longest path delay (Dmax) of all the stages,
where Dmax = MAX(dmaxi), i = 1, 2, ..., m, m is the number of stages, dmaxi is the longest
path delay in stage i. The datawave propagation situation of a conventional pipelined circuit is
applied to the spatial bounded system delay model as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Conventional pipeline in the spatial bounded system delay model
There are 8 paths and two stages in the circuit. Each stage has one datawave propagating
through. Thus, there are two polygons as shown in Figure 5.6. It is the snapshot of the propa-
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gation situation of these two datawaves. The polygon area is the guaranteed spatial region for
the datawave to possibly stay at that instant of time. Theoretically, it can be thought that only
the part of circuit which represented by the area of polygon is possibly used by the datawave.
In the spatial/temporal bounded system delay model, the actual circuit can be symbolized
and represented by the geometric area in the coordinate system. The circuit utilization can be
visualized as the precise polygon area of the datawave divided by the area that datawave offi-
cially occupied. Consequently, the circuit utilization of the conventional pipeline is that the area
of the polygon divided by the whole stage area as shown in Figure 5.6 . Theoretically, conven-
tional pipelined circuit has a relatively low circuit utilization comparing with conventional wave
pipeline and the proposed new wave pipeline. Since the datawave officially holds the areas of
the whole stage all the time from one register/latch to the follower register/latch, i.e., 0 to Dmax,
even though it can only utilize the area of its polygon takes.
5.2.3 Conventional Wave Pipeline
Conventional wave pipeline removed the internal register/latch from conventional pipeline.
Thus there is no stage exist in it. Multiple datawaves can propagate simultaneously without
being separated by register/latch. Instead of setting the clock cycle to longest critical path of all
the stages, the clock cycle of conventional wave pipeline is determined by the difference of the
longest path delay and the shortest path delay, i.e, D = Dmax−Dmin, whereDmax and Dmin are
the longest path (critical path) delay and the shortest path delay for all the paths in the circuit.
In our temporal/spatial bounded system delay model, the clock cycle can also be expressed as
MAX(dmaxi − dmini), i = 1, 2, ..., m, where dmaxi and dmini are the maximum and minimum
path delay of the polygon for datawave i, and m is the total number of datawaves in the conven-
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tional wave pipelined circuit. By this way, more datawaves can be accommodated by the same
circuit. Therefore conventional wave pipeline achieves a faster clock cycle than conventional
pipeline, also it has a higher circuit utilization than conventional pipeline as shown in Figure
5.7.
In the example as shown in Figure 5.7, there are still 8 paths and no internal registers/latches
except the primary input and primary output. The front end polygon, i.e., the polygon for
datawave 4, is the GMP. Since D = MAX(dmax4 − dmin4) , dmax4 is on the path 3, which is
16, and dmin4 is on the path 6, which is 12, the clock cycle for this conventional wave pipeline
is D = 16 − 12 = 4. Recall that the conventional pipeline has a clock cycle of 8, thus this
conventional wave pipelined circuit is two times faster than the conventional pipelined circuit.
Accordingly, the circuit utilization is better for conventional wave pipelined circuit, because
datawave in conventional wave pipelined circuit releases the circuit area once it passes through.
Each datawave only occupies the amount of circuit area of MAX(dmaxi − dmini). In conven-
tional pipeline, it occupies the area from 0 to Dmax.
5.3 The Proposed Maximum Circuit Speed Based on the New Wave Pipeline
Based on the proposed temporal/spatial bounded system delay model, and the observation of
the datawave propagation in conventional pipeline and conventional wave pipeline, the proposed
new wave pipeline architecture for maximum circuit speed is proposed in this section.
5.3.1 The Proposed New Wave Pipeline
The new wave pipeline-based architecture is proposed practically and theoretically in this sec-
tion. It is innovated based on the wave pipeline architecture and the temporal/spatial bounded
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Figure 5.7: Conventional wave pipeline in the temporal bounded system delay model
system delay model. Generally, the proposed wave pipeline not only allows multiple datawaves
propagating simultaneously like a conventional wave pipeline, but also breaks the concept that
adjacent datawaves have to be temporally separated completely and clearly. The proposed new
wave pipeline allows the bits belonging to adjacent datawaves are relatively mixed together.
The bits belonging to the following datawave can temporally precede the bits belonging to the
previous datawave. But the bits belonging to different datawaves propagating on the same path
still have to be in order and still it is guaranteed that there is no bit collision between them.
The basic idea of the proposed new wave pipeline-based architecture is shown in Figure 5.8.
On the left hand side, it depicts datawaves propagation situation in conventional wave pipeline.
On the right hand side, it is the propagation situation of datawaves in the proposed new wave
pipeline-based architecture. In the new architecture, the datawave on the left side is pushed
closer to its preceding datawave, and it crosses the middle line which was there to temporally
separate these two adjacent datawaves in conventional wave pipeline.
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Figure 5.8: Concept comparison between conventional wave pipeline and the pro-
posed new wave pipeline
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Figure 5.9: Proposed new wave pipeline in the temporal bounded system delay model
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The datawave flow situation in our proposed new wave pipeline-based architecture is shown
in Figure 5.9. The shaded polygons represent the propagating datawaves, and the dotted poly-
gons represent the GMP. The arrangement of datawave in the proposed wave pipeline is denser
than in conventional wave pipeline since the datawaves have been further pushed closer to each
other.
The clock cycle of the proposed wave pipelined-based circuit is shorter than the conventional
pipelined circuit because of the further pushing. The amount of time the proposed wave pipeline
can further push is denoted by δpush and the clock cycle of the the proposed wave pipeline is
then Clockwave − δpush.
The δpush makes the proposed wave pipeline-based circuit has a shorter clock cycle and a
better circuit utilization. As shown in Figure 5.9, the clock cycle of the the proposed wave
pipelined circuit is reduced to 3 while it was 4 in conventional wave pipeline. The datawave in
the proposed wave pipeline-based circuit only occupies the amount of area of the GMP, which
is smaller than the area between MAX(dmaxi − dmini) as in conventional wave pipeline.
5.3.2 The Clock Cycle for the Proposed Maximum Speed Circuit
In order to find out the clock cycle of the proposed new wave pipeline-based architecture, the
exact time the proposed wave pipeline can further push, which is δpush, has to be found out.
This can be calculated through the shape of the GMP. The two side borders (left and right
borders) of the GMP actually can be viewed as two piecewise linear functions. So the question
of calculating δpush is changing to the question of finding the minimum distance between those
two piecewise linear functions.
Step 1: GMP’s left side border and right side border:
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An example of the two borders of a GMP extracted from a 4-path circuit is shown in Figure
5.10. djleft and djright represent the left and right bound of the path delay on path j of the GMP.
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Figure 5.10: Two-sided borders of the global maximum polygon
Step 2: Two functions:
The two borders are turned 90 degree counter clockwise and are located into a coordinate
system with the y-axis represents the path delays and x-axis represents the order of the paths
(how the paths being ordered will be discussed later). All the points are labeled as (a, b) and
(a′, b′) as shown in Figure 5.11. (a, b) means that the left border of the GMP on path a has a path
delay b, and (a′, b′) means that the right border of the GMP on path a′ has a path delay b′. These
two lines in Figure 5.11 actually can be represented by two piecewise linear functions: y(x) and
y′(x), where y(x) represents the left border and y′(x) represents the right border respectively as
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shown in Equation 5.1 and 5.2.
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Figure 5.11: Two piecewise linear functions
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y(x) =
(bj+1 − bj)
(aj+1 − aj)(x− aj) + bj , for aj ≤ x ≤ aj+1 and 1 ≤ j < n (5.1)
y′(x) =
(b′j+1 − b′j)
(a′j+1 − a′j)
(x− a′j) + b′j , for a′j ≤ x ≤ a′j+1 and 1 ≤ j < n (5.2)
where y(x) and y′(x) are the two piecewise linear functions representing the left and right
borders of the GMP, where y is the path delay and x is the order of the path, aj is the order of
the jth path, bj is the path delay on the left border of GMP on path j, a′j is also the order of the
jth, b
′
j is the path delay on the right border of GMP on path j, and n is the total number of paths.
since aj=a′j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, Equation 5.2 can be rewritten as:
y′(x) =
(b′j+1 − b′j)
(aj+1 − aj)(x− aj) + b
′
j , for aj ≤ x ≤ aj+1 and 1 ≤ j < n (5.3)
Step 3: Repositing y(x).
Assuming datawaves propagate from left to right, datawave collisions have to take place
between adjacent datawaves, and thus the distance between the left side border of the previous
GMP and the right side border of the following GMP need to be studied. In order to figure out
how much space can be further pushed by the new proposed wave pipeline-based architecture,
the two functions y(x) and y′(x) need to be repositioned by switching y(x) to be on top of y′(x).
It can be done either by moving y(x) up or moving y′(x) down. Here, we choose moving y(x)
up.
The destination of moving y(x) needs to be figured out before the moving. Because δpush
is the final aim of all these calculation and it is assumed that the push start from the datawaves
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arrangement in a conventional wave pipeline. According to this, the y(x) needs to reposition
itself to conform the conventional wave pipeline datawaves arrangement. Conventional wave
pipeline arranges its datawaves based on dmaxi − dmini , for i = 1, 2, ..., m, where dmaxi and
dmini represent the path delay of the slowest and fastest bits in datawave i, m is the number of
datawaves within the wave pipelined circuit. That means, theoretically, in conventional wave
pipeline, the slowest bit of the previous datawave can at most has the same propagation delay as
the fastest bit of the following datawave. Namely, in the coordinate system, the destination of
the reposition of y(x) should be the position where the lowest vertex of the new y(x), namely
u(x) has the same height as the highest vertex of y′(x) . This situation is shown in Figure 5.12.
It is actually the start point before pushing further to achieve the proposed new wave pipeline
design.
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Figure 5.12: Repositing y(x) to the starting point of pushing
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Let ∆ be the amount of distance y(x) need to move up.
∆ = max(y′j)−min(yj), for j = 1, 2, ..., n− 1 (5.4)
Function y(x) changes to u(x) after the relocation.
u(x) = y(x) + ∆
=
(bj+1 − bj)
(aj+1 − aj)(x− aj) + bj +∆, for aj ≤ x ≤ aj+1 and 1 ≤ j < n (5.5)
Step 4: Calculating δ(x)
The question of how further can function u(x) been pushed towards y′(x) changes to the
question of calculating the minimum value of the distance function δ(x), where δ(x) = |u(x)−
y′(x)|.
δ(x) = |u(x)− y′(x)|
= | (bj+1 − bj)
(aj+1 − aj)(x− aj) + bj +∆− (
(b′j+1 − b′j)
(aj+1 − aj)(x− aj) + b
′
j |
= |(bj+1 − bj)− (b
′
j+1 − b′j)
(aj+1 − aj) (x− aj) + (bj − b
′
j +∆)|
for aj ≤ x ≤ aj+1 and 1 ≤ j < n (5.6)
So, the amount of clock cycle the proposed wave pipeline-based circuit can further save com-
pared with conventional wave pipeline design is:
δpush = min[δ(x)] (5.7)
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Figure 5.13 shown the result of pushing u(x) towards y′(x), and function d(x) is the result of
pushing function u(x).
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Figure 5.13: The final step of the functions reposition
Finally, the clock cycle in the proposed wave pipeline is:
ClockCyclemax = Dmax −Dmin − δpush (5.8)
= Dmax −Dmin −min[δ(x)] (5.9)
where min[δ(x)] is the minimum value of the distance function δ(x).
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The valid clock cycle of the proposed new wave pipeline is chosen based on the situation
where u(x) and y′(x) has the minimum distance with each other. On the other hand, it is the
same situation where y′(x) and y(x) has the maximum distance with each other as proved in
Equation 5.10 as follow.
Let ϕ(x) be the distance function between the two piecewise functions y(x) and y′(x), i.e.,
ϕ(x) = |y′(x)−y(x)|. It actually represents the path delay bounded interval on the path x. then
ϕ(x) = |y′(x)− y(x)|
= |y′(x)− (u(x)−∆)|
= |y′(x)− (u(x) + ∆|
= | − δ(x) + ∆| (5.10)
Thus, ϕ(x) has its maximum value when δ(x) has its minimum value. Considering in the
context of GMP shape, after pushing the amount of δpush, two adjacent GMP have the attaching
point with each other on the path which has the maximum path delay bounded interval. It
means that during the process of propagation, two GMPs are actually temporally separated
by the amount of time equal to the maximum path delay bounded interval within the GMP, i.e.,
max[(ϕ(x)]. Thus, the clock cycle set for the proposed new wave pipeline-based circuit is equal
to the maximum path delay bounded interval within the GMP, i.e., Dmax−Dmin−min[δ(x)] =
max[ϕ(x)].
Hence, the order of paths in the bounded system delay model can not affect the valid clock
cycle of the proposed new wave pipeline, even though it can greatly rule the shape of the poly-
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gon. Therefore, the paths are just arbitrarily distributed on the y-axis without considering their
order in the proposed bounded system delay model.
The value of the proposed new wave pipeline-based architecture is highly dependent on
the shape of GMP, while the shape can be easily adjusted by many different ways just like the
practice of delay balancing commonly used in wave pipelining. The scenarios with best case
and worst case GMP shape are analyzed as follow.
Worst Case clock cycle Analysis:
Apparently the worst case happens when there is no potential space to push from the con-
ventional wave pipeline, i.e., δpush = 0. That is the slowest bit of the previous datawave and
the fastest bit of the following datawave is on the same path, i.e., the GMP has the biggest and
smallest delay bound on the same path in the context of GMP shape. In this case, the proposed
wave pipeline is just as same as conventional wave pipeline. It is shown in the Figure 5.14.
Mathematically, the worst case can be defined as follow, referring to Figure 5.13, Equation
5.3 and Equation 5.1.
1 Let y(x1) = max[y(x)] and y′(x2) = min[y′(x)]
2 It is the worst case if and only if x1 = x2
Best Case clock cycle Analysis:
The best case can be achieved when all the available potential spaces can be pushed. That
means u(x) can be pushed all the way to completely superimpose y′(x). It then reaches the
maximum gain on the clock cycle and circuit utilization. It happens if and only if the two
piecewise linear functions u(x) (or y(x)) and y′(x) are parallel to each other on every piece, in
addition, the distance of each pair pieces are all same, i.e., the GMP’s left and right border are
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Figure 5.14: Worst case of the proposed wave pipelining
parallel to each other for all the pairs of pieces of lines in the context of GMP shape, besides,
the distance between all the pairs of pieces of lines are same.The best case scenario is shown in
Figure 5.14. Not that there still exists the minimal delay constraint that no gate can be accessed
by more than one datawave at an instant of time of propagation, and this implies the worst case
gate delay between adjacent datawaves determines the minimal delay requirement even in case
of perfectly parallel datawaves.
Mathematically, the best case can be achieved if the follow equations hold, referring to
Equation 5.3 and Equation 5.1.
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Figure 5.15: Best case of the proposed wave pipelining
1 bj+1−bj
aj+1−aj =
b′
j+1−b′j
a′
j+1−a′j
2 bj = b′j + c, where c is a constant, for j = 1, 2, ..., n− 1
5.3.3 Output Delay Buffers
The proposed new wave pipeline successfully achieves relative mix of datawaves during the
propagating process. Bits belonging to different logic datawaves (has to be adjacent datawaves)
can propagate simultaneously within the same circuit without being arbitrarily temporally sep-
arated. By this way, a high clock frequency can be accomplished.
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However, the mixed bits belonging to different logic datawaves have to be sampled out
at the output area according to their original logic datawaves. The conventional output regis-
ters/latches can not fulfill this task obviously. Therefore, a new technique is proposed in this
section. It attaches arrays of delay buffers to the end of the combinational circuit to adjust the
path delays. The objective of this is to change the GMP to a relative simpler polygon. Conse-
quently, the mixed bits can be rearranged back to its original logic datawave, and datawaves can
be clearly temporally separately again. Then, the logic datawaves are able to be sampled by the
output registers.
The algorithm of how to attach the output delay buffers to the end of the paths are described
as follow:
1. Suppose there are n paths within the front end polygon, which is actually the GMP.
2. The GMP has the left and right bound on each path j, i.e., djleft and djright , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
3. The maximum left bound for all paths is dleftmax on path max.
4. For each path j,attach the amount of delay buffers: dleftmax − djleft at the end of the path.
5. For path max, do not attach any delay buffers.
Thus, the GMP changed to a polygon in which all the path delay intervals have the same
left bound. By this way, the relative mixed bits are separated and can be observed by the
conventional output register/latch as shown in Figure 5.16.
The attached delay buffers increased the path delay for every path except the one that has
the maximum left bound. The left sides of all the path delay intervals in the polygon are lined
up by the attached delay buffers. Thus the shape of the polygon is changed from the GMP to
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Figure 5.16: Proposed new wave pipeline-based architecture output delay buffers
a polygon with left side lined up. However, the clock cycle for the whole circuit is intact. The
logic datawaves can propagate normally at the output delay buffers at the original clock cycle
set for the the previous part of the new proposed wave pipelined circuit.
Since the GMP becomes a polygon with its left side lined up to a straight line, apparently
the clock cycle for the part of output delay buffers and the output registers is equal to the longest
path delay bounded interval within the polygon, i.e., max(djright − djleft). Recall that the clock
cycle set for the proposed new wave pipeline circuit is Dmax−Dmin−min[δ(x)], where Dmax
andDmin are the longest path delay and minimum path delay for all paths, i.e.,Dmax = drightmax
and Dmin = dleftmin , min[δ(x)] is the minimum value of the distance function δ(x) as defined
before.
Two adjacent GMP always have the attaching point with each other on the path has the
maximum path delay bounded interval. It means that during the process of propagation, two
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GMPs are actually temporally separated by the amount of time equal to the maximum path
delay bounded interval within the GMP. Thus, the clock cycle defined for the proposed new
wave pipeline-based circuit is equal to the maximum path delay bounded interval within the
GMP, i.e., Dmax −Dmin −min[δ(x)] = max(djright − djleft). Therefore, it is evident that the
maximum clock frequency achieved in the proposed new wave pipeline circuit is not modified
by the attached output delay buffers.
If the output delay buffers are applied to conventional wave pipelined circuit, the shape of
the polygons are changed to be less skewed as they are in the proposed new wave pipeline.
Thus, two adjacent polygons are further temporally separated after they pass through the output
delay buffers as shown in Figure 5.17. However, the clock cycle time is still Dmax − Dmin as
it is in the conventional wave pipeline without the attached output delay buffers. Because the
attached output delay buffers changed the shapes of the polygons, but not the relative distance
between datawaves as the buffers add the same amount of delays to every path. Since the logic
datawaves are not mixed with each other originally in conventional wave pipeline, the proposed
output buffers are not necessary for conventional wave pipelined circuit.
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Figure 5.17: Applying the output buffer to the proposed new wave pipeline
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5.4 The Simulation and Verification of the proposed new wave pipeline
The proposed bounded system delay model and the new wave pipeline-based architecture are
tested on the ISCAS benchmark circuits [83]. In these tests, the circuit paths are extracted out
from the benchmark circuit netlist specification. Then, the delay information of the wires and
gates, which are stored in the file in a standard delay format (sdf), are applied to those paths.
As the delay information specified in this benchmark circuit are all worst case delay, the upper
bound of the bounded path delay can be directly obtained by adding up the gate delays through
the longest port for every gate (gates may have different input/output ports, and the gate delay
through different ports are different) and all the wire delays along the path. The lower bound of
bounded path delay is obtained by adding up the gate delays through the shortest port for every
gate and all the wire delays along the path. After this step, the GMP can be readily computed
by using the proposed bounded system delay model.
Because standard CMOS has a strong data dependency on input patterns, rising and falling
delays for the same CMOS gate are generally significantly different. In fact, the delay of a
gate can easily vary by a factor of two due to the different input patterns [82]. While for
some other techniques, like pseudo-NMOS, where the parallel pullup devices are replaced by
a single device whose gate is connected to a bias voltage [76], the effect of data dependency
on gate delay in pseudo-NMOS can be negligible. Thus, our experiment also includes the
cases which consider the rising and falling delay separately. In these cases, the upper bound
of the bounded path delay can be still obtained by adding up the rising or falling gate delays
respectively through the longest port for every gate and all the wire delays along the path; while
the lower bound can be obtained through the same method except the gate delay on the shortest
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port is used, while the gate delay on the shortest port is associated with an uncertainty parameter,
and in this work, the parameter is assumed to be 10%.
5.4.1 Simulation Algorithm
The algorithm of the simulation program implementation is described as follow:
1. Input: A delay file in the standard delay format.
2. Output: All the paths extracted from the circuit netlist specification with their maximum
and minimum path delays. Precise value for the clock cycle for conventional pipeline
design, conventional wave pipeline design and the proposed new wave pipeline design.
3. Initialize: Read in the wire interconnection information, and the wire delay information.
Read in the gate delay information for gate i; find out the maximum and minimum gate
delay (max/min(i)), regardless of rising or falling, and regardless of which port; find out
the maximum and minimum rising delay, and the maximum and minimum falling gate
delay (max/min riseing/falling (i)), regardless of which port.
4. Bounded system delay model setup:
(a) Paths extraction: for all the input node j, find all its next level nodes w, add node
delay of j to the path delay; if w is the output node, add the node delay of w and the
interconnect delay of j → w to the path delay, return the path j → w. Otherwise,
recursively call the extraction algorithm for all the nodes w with the current path
delay.
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(b) Calculate the bounded path delay: for all the nodes and interconnects along the path,
add up their delays in three different cases:
• Case 1: max/min(i) are the upper bound and lower bound of the gate delay for
gate i.
• Case 2: max(i) rising is the upper bound and (min(i) rising *(1-uncertainty
parameter) is the lower bound of the gate delay for gate i.
• Case 3: max(i) falling is the upper bound and (min(i) falling *(1-uncertainty
parameter) is the lower bound of the gate delay for gate i.
5. Clock cycle time calculation for these three different pipeline design:
(a) For conventional pipeline: Clock Cycle = Dmax, where Dmax is the maximum
upper bound of all the paths.
(b) For conventional wave pipeline: Clock Cycle = Dmax −Dmin, where Dmax is the
maximum upper bound of all paths, and Dmin is the minimum lower bound of all
the paths.
(c) For the proposed new wave pipeline: Clock Cycle = max(dimax − dimin), where
dimax − dimin is the bounded delay interval for path i.
5.4.2 Experimental Results
The experiments are implemented against 8 ISCAS benchmark circuits, namely c432, c499,
c880, c1355, c1980, c2670, c3540, and c5315. The general statistics of each benchmark circuit
are calculated by the simulation program and listed in the Table 5.1 as follow: the sizes of these
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circuits vary significantly with each other; for example, the circuit c432 has only 36 inputs, 7
outputs, 343 interconnects, 160 nodes and 83926 paths, while the circuit c5315 has 178 inputs,
123 outputs, 2307 nodes and 1341305 paths; nevertheless, the proposed new wave pipeline
works very well on all these benchmark circuits no matter its circuit size is small or big.
Table 5.1: Basic information of benchmark circuits
Circuit Name # of Input # of Output # of Interconnect # of Node # of Path
c432 36 7 343 160 83926
c499 41 32 440 202 9440
c880 60 26 755 383 8642
c1355 41 32 1096 546 4173216
c1980 33 25 1523 880 729057
c2670 233 140 2292 1269 679960
c3540 50 22 2961 1669 28676671
c5315 178 123 4509 2307 1341305
All the paths of each circuit are extracted from the circuit, and are associated with the max-
imum and minimum path delay value to form the GMP. Three different scenarios are employed
by using the maximum and minimum path delay value when only rising delays are considered ,
using the maximum and minimum path delay when only falling delays are considered, and us-
ing the maximum and minimum path delay when both rising and falling delays are considered.
The GMPs are shown partially here since the number of paths is too big. Figure 5.18 shows
the GMP of the first 100 paths for the circuit c432 where both the rising and falling delay are
considered in the bounded delay system. Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 show part of the GMP
for the first 100 paths of the circuit c432 if only the rising delay or falling delay is considered
respectively. Likewise, Figure 5.21 shown the partial GMP for circuit c2670 with considering
both rising and falling delay in the bounded delay system. Figure 5.22 and 5.23 shown the
partial GMP for circuit c2670 if only include rising or falling in the bounded delay system re-
spectively. As shown in all these partial GMPs, no matter in the case of including both rising
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and falling delay, or rising or falling delay only, for each path, if the maximum path delay is
relatively bigger than other maximum path delays, its minimum path delay is also relatively
bigger than other minimum path delays. The real GMPs situations displayed here are always
lie in between the best case, where all pairs of pieces of lines in the GMP are parallel to each
other, besides, the distance between all the pairs of pieces of lines are same, and the worst case,
where the GMP has the biggest and smallest delay bound on the same path. Thus, the bounded
delay interval for each path, even the maximum one, is always significantly less than the interval
between the maximum upper bound of all paths and the minimum lower bound of all the paths.
Essentially, this is why the clock cycle time in the proposed new wave pipeline is theoretically
better than the clock cycle time in the conventional wave pipeline.
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Figure 5.18: GMP for the first 100 paths of ISCAS c432 circuit
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Figure 5.19: GMP for the first 100 paths of ISCAS c432 circuit considering only
rising delay with an assumption of 10% delay uncertainty
The valid clock cycle times (CCT) for these ISCAS benchmark circuits are calculated based
on conventional pipeline design, conventional wave pipeline design and the proposed new wave
pipeline design respectively. Three path delay computing techniques used in this experiments
are taking both falling and rising delay into account, considering falling delay only, and consid-
ering rising delay only. These three are all implemented for the three pipeline designs.
Table 5.2 and Figure 5.24 show the result of CCT in these three different pipeline designs
where both rising and falling delay are included. In Table 5.2, CCT1 is the CCT for conven-
tional pipeline design, CCT2 is the CCT for conventional wave pipeline design, and CCT3
is the CCT for the proposed new wave pipeline design. The experiment results show that the
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Figure 5.20: GMP for the first 100 paths of ISCAS c432 circuit considering only
falling delay with an assumption of 10% delay uncertainty
proposed new wave pipeline can achieve a faster CCT than both the conventional pipeline and
the conventional wave pipeline in the same circuit and delay situation. It is 48.63% faster than
the CCT in wave pipeline design for circuit c432, and 120% faster than the CCT in conven-
tional wave pipeline for circuit c5315. Notably as shown in the experiments, the clock cycles
in conventional wave pipeline are not significantly shorter than the clock cycles in conventional
pipeline design for all these benchmark circuits. It is because that the merit of conventional
wave pipeline heavily relies on path delay tuning, which is a step to adjust the path delay be-
fore turning the circuit into a conventional wave pipeline circuit. Path delay tuning is basically
inserting delay buffers into the path which has shorter path delay. Thus, Dmin (minimum lower
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Figure 5.21: GMP for the first 100 paths of ISCAS c2670 circuit
bound of all the paths) can be increased, and the CCT of the conventional wave pipeline circuit,
which is Dmax −Dmin, can be minimized. However, path delay tuning could easily become an
extremely big overhead because the number of paths in a circuit is usually huge. In fact, that is
one of the major factors hindering the prevalence of wave pipeline. This leads to the discovery
of one of the beauties of the proposed new wave pipeline design: there is no need for path delay
tuning. The circuit can remain unchanged to implement the proposed new wave pipeline. It can
achieve a better CCT without a big overhead with focus on the maximum and minimum delay
for each path instead of the maximum and minimum delay for the entire circuit.
Table 5.3 and Figure 5.25 show the result of CCT in these three different pipeline designs
where only rising delay is included. The proposed new wave pipeline design achieves a faster
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Figure 5.22: GMP for the first 100 paths of ISCAS c2670 circuit considering only
rising delay with an assumption of 10% delay uncertainty
Table 5.2: Comparison of clock cycle times of the benchmark circuits
Circuit Name CCT1(ps) CCT2(ps) CCT3(ps) Increment
c432 753 709 477 48%
c499 480 460 263 74%
c880 791 764 376 103%
c1355 826 779 341 128%
c1980 1201 1160 600 93%
c2670 1047 1041 517 101%
c3540 1412 1385 693 99%
c5315 1443 1437 653 120%
CCT than the conventional pipeline and the wave pipeline in the same circuit and delay situation.
Also, as shown in the Table 5.3 and Figure 5.25, all three pipeline designs have better CCT
compared with the situation where both rising and falling delay are included. Besides, the
performance increments by the proposed new wave pipeline design are higher in this situation.
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Figure 5.23: GMP for the first 100 paths of ISCAS c2670 circuit considering only
falling delay with an assumption of 10% delay uncertainty
Specifically, for all these benchmark circuits, the performance increments vary from 89% to
188%, which is higher than 48% to 128% in the previous situation where both rising and falling
delay are taken into account.
Table 5.3: Comparison of clock cycle times of the benchmark circuits if only considering rising
delay
Circuit Name CCT1(ps) CCT2(ps) CCT3(ps) Increment
c432 485 442 207 113%
c499 427 409 216 89%
c880 688 664 276 140%
c1355 759 717 307 133%
c1980 908 867 345 151%
c2670 753 747 259 188%
c3540 1093 1068 400 167%
c5315 1185 1179 466 153%
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Figure 5.24: Valid clock cycle time if considering both falling and rising delay
Table 5.4 and Figure 5.26 show the result of CCT in three different pipeline designs where
only falling delays are considered. In this situation, the proposed new wave pipeline design
achieves a much faster CCT than the conventional pipeline and the conventional wave pipeline
in the same circuit and delay situation, and a much faster CCT compared with the CCT achieved
in the situation considering both rising and falling delay or considering rising delay only. This
is because that generally the falling delay of the gate is relatively shorter than rising delay of the
gate. Moreover, the falling bounded delay intervals for the gates are usually also shorter than
the rising bounded delay intervals or falling and rising bounded delay intervals for the gates.
For all the benchmark circuits, the performance increments in this situation are extremely high
and vary from 164% to 580%.
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Figure 5.25: Valid clock cycle time if considering rising delay only
Table 5.4: Comparison of clock cycle times of the benchmark circuits if only considering falling
delay
Circuit Name CCT1(ps) CCT2(ps) CCT3(ps) Increment
c432 614 575 217 164%
c499 296 277 72 284%
c880 654 616 147 319%
c1355 589 532 94 465%
c1980 935 896 141 535%
c2670 883 865 204 324%
c3540 1166 1128 248 354%
c5315 1128 1110 163 580%
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has proposed the new wave pipeline design for combinational circuits. It is de-
signed based on the the maximum and minimum path delay for each single path in the circuit.
Whereas conventional wave pipeline is only focusing on the maximum and minimum path de-
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Figure 5.26: Valid clock cycle time if considering falling delay only
lay for all the paths in the circuit. By this intrinsic advantage over conventional wave pipeline,
the proposed new wave pipeline can achieve a better CCT than conventional wave pipeline.
Today’s high speed circuit and advanced fabrication technology dictates delay uncertainty
an extremely important issue in circuit design. The bounded delay model has been proposed to
accommodate the delay uncertainty. The bounded delay model is extended into temporal/spatial
bounded system delay model and polygon representation for a more precise manipulation of
datawave propagation control. The proposed new wave pipeline is proposed within the bounded
system delay model by further locating datawave closer to each other to the limit without vio-
lation of datawave mutual exclusion. The CCT calculation for the new proposed wave pipeline
circuit is developed and demonstrated, and meanwhile the advantage of the proposed new wave
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pipeline is also theoretically proved. The worst case and best case of the CCT analysis are
illustrated and analyzed. In order to implement the proposed new wave pipeline, a new tech-
nique called output delay buffers is proposed to change the GMP back to its original datawave
shape, and clearly temporally separate the datawaves again to enable the sampling at the output
area. The algorithm of how to attach the output delay buffers to the end of the paths are also
discussed.
The proposed new wave pipeline is simulated and verified against a few ISCAS benchmark
circuits. Both the simulation algorithm and the experimental results are presented. The results
show that the new proposed wave pipeline can achieve at least a 48% performance enhancement
on clock cycle time compared with the conventional wave pipeline.
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CHAPTER 6
MODELING AND ANALYSIS ON MTTF AND RELIABILITY
The clock cycle time, MTTF (mean time to faulure) and reliability function of the proposed new
wave pipeline is analyzed in this Chapter. They are also compared with the clock cycle time,
MTTF and the reliability function of conventional pipeline and conventional wave pipeline.
Also, the MTTF and reliability functions for these three pipeline designs are simulated and
tested on ISCAS benchmark circuits.
Suppose given a combinational circuit, the clock cycle time is determined heavily on how
deeply the circuit is pipelined if it is designed as conventional pipeline circuit. The more stages
incorporated, the less gates will be included in each pipeline stage ,and therefore, the smaller
the clock cycle will be. Nevertheless, the circuit can not be divided into extremely small stages
and the number of stages can not be infinite large because the extra cost for the inserted registers
or latches could be fairly expensive. Suppose the given combinational circuit is designed into
the conventional wave pipeline architecture, the clock cycle time is Dmax − Dmin, while for
the same combinational circuit in the proposed new wave pipeline architecture, the clock cycle
time is Dmax−Dmin−δpush. These three pipeline design techniques and their valid clock cycle
times are demonstrated in the Figure 6.1 as follow.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of clock cycle time for different pipeline designs
6.1 Reliability Model Analysis
The reliability analysis technique introduced in Section 2.1 is employed in this Chapter to model
the reliability of the proposed wave pipeline. For a random combination circuit, assume there
are n paths (i.e.x1, ..., xn), also assume xi follows Gaussian Distribution with the sample mean
x¯ and sample standard derivation s. The population mean is µ and the standard variation is σ.
Thus, it can be expressed as x ∼ N(µσ2). Since x¯ and s are unbiased estimators of µ and σ,
the probability density function the path delays followed is fx(x) = 1√2pise
− (x−x¯)2
2s2 as shown in
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Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Statistical analysis of path delays
The reliability of bits propagation can be modeled as the probability that the bit combines
with the valid time interval it associates with. The reliability of bits propagating within a con-
ventional pipeline, wave pipeline, and the proposed new wave pipeline are compared and shown
in the Figure 6.3 as follow.
6.2 Mean Time to Failure
The Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) [31] is calculated by finding the expected value of the time
of failure. From probability theory, the expected value of a random variable X is
E[X] =
∫ ∞
−∞
xf(x)dx (6.1)
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Figure 6.3: Reliability comparison
where f(x) is the probability density function. The random variable is the expected value of
the time of failure as follows.
MTTF =
∫ ∞
0
tf(t)dt (6.2)
where f(t) is the failure density function. As f(t) is undefined for t < 0, thus the integral
runs from 0 to∞. Assuring the path delays follow Gaussian distribution, and also according to
the failure density function introduced in 2.1, the failure density function for a circuit with the
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average path delay µ and clock cycle time C.C.T is:
f(t) = 1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(C.C.T )
µ− 1
2
(C.C.T )
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt (6.3)
Thus, given random circuit, the MTTF for conventional pipeline is:
MTTFpipe =
∫ ∞
0
t(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt (6.4)
where Dmax is the longest path delay in all stages.
The MTTF for conventional wave pipeline is:
MTTFwave =
∫ ∞
0
t(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt (6.5)
where Dmax and Dmin are the longest path delay and the shortest path delay for all the paths in
the circuit.
The MTTF for the proposed new wave pipeline is:
MTTFnew =
∫ ∞
0
t(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin−δpush)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin−δpush)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt (6.6)
where where Dmax and Dmin are the longest path delay and the shortest path delay, and the
δpush is the amount of the exact CCT time the proposed wave pipeline can further push beyond
conventional wave pipeline design.
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6.3 Reliability Functions
The failure distribution function F (T ) is the probability of a bit failing in the time interval
0 ≤ t ≤ T .
F (T ) =
∫ T
0
f(t)dt (6.7)
Where f(t) is the failure density function as defined in the Equation 6.3. Then, the failure
distribution function F (T ) is:
F (T ) =
∫ T
0
f(t)dt
=
∫ T
0
(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(C.C.T )
µ− 1
2
(C.C.T )
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt (6.8)
The reliability function is the probability of a bit which does not fail in the time interval 0 ≤
t ≤ T .
R(T ) = 1− F (T )
= 1−
∫ T
0
(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(C.C.T )
µ− 1
2
(C.C.T )
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt (6.9)
Thus, for a given random circuit, the reliability function for conventional pipeline is:
R(T )pipe = 1−
∫ T
0
(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt (6.10)
where Dmax is the longest path delay.
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The reliability function for conventional wave pipeline is:
R(T )wave = 1−
∫ T
0
(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt (6.11)
where Dmax and Dmin are the longest path delay and the shortest path delay.
The reliability function for the proposed new wave pipeline is:
R(T )new = 1−
∫ T
0
(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin−δpush)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin−δpush)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt (6.12)
where Dmax and Dmin are the longest and the shortest path delay, and the δpush is the amount
of the exact CCT time the proposed wave pipeline can further push beyond conventional wave
pipeline design.
6.4 Experiment and Simulation
The MTTF and reliability functions for these three different pipeline designs are experimented
against ISCAS benchmark circuits c432, c499, c880, c1980, c2670. Their path delays statistical
analysis and the circuit reliability calculation based on the reliability model developed in this
chapter are conducted and shown in this section. Also, the MTTF and reliability functions
specifically for each benchmark circuit are addressed and illustrated.
Table 6.1: Statistical analysis of path delays and reliability of benchmark circuits
Circuit Name # of paths Mean Variance Area 1 Area 2 Area 3
c432 83926 445 4420 1.47E − 8 9.42E − 8 1.74E − 4
c499 9440 294 2641 2.90E − 6 7.43E − 6 7.66E − 4
c880 8642 415 10591 1.21E − 4 2.03E − 4 3.47E − 3
c1980 729057 683 9602 8.64E − 10 3.19E − 9 2.69E − 4
c2670 6769960 606 6448 6.89E − 11 8.98E − 11 2.10E − 5
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Table 6.1 shows the number of paths, the mean of all the path delays and the variance of
all the path delays. Area 1, Area 2, and Area 3 represent the unreliable area for conventional
pipeline design, conventional wave pipeline design, and proposed new wave pipeline design
respectively, according to Figure 6.3. The result shown in this table matches Figure 6.3 very
well. For all benchmark circuits, conventional pipeline and conventional wave pipeline have a
relative same level of unreliable area, while still conventional pipeline always has the smaller
unreliable area. Both the conventional pipeline and conventional wave pipeline have extremely
small unreliable area compared with the new proposed wave pipeline. This is due to the fact
that the new proposed wave pipeline achieves a higher CCT by further relaxing the distance
limit between datawaves, while at the same time, it losts part of its reliability. Table 6.1 and the
CCT comparison conducted among conventional pipeline, conventional wave pipeline and the
new proposed wave pipeline clearly manifest the trade-off between speed and reliability.
The MTTF for each benchmark circuit is solved according to Equation 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6.
The results for the benchmark circuit c432 are shown as follow.
The MTTF of the benchmark circuit c432 for conventional pipeline design is:
MTTFc432 pipe =
∫ ∞
0
t(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt
=
∫ ∞
0
t× (1.47E − 8)dt
= (1.47E − 8)× t
2
2
(6.13)
The MTTF of the benchmark circuit c432 for conventional wave pipeline design is:
MTTFc432 wave =
∫ ∞
0
t(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt
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=
∫ ∞
0
t× (9.42E − 8)dt
= (9.42E − 8)× t
2
2
(6.14)
The MTTF of the benchmark circuit c432 for the new proposed wave pipeline is:
MTTFc432 new =
∫ ∞
0
t(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt
=
∫ ∞
0
t× (1.74E − 4)dt
= (1.74E − 4)× t
2
2
(6.15)
The reliability functions for each benchmark circuit is also solved according to conventional
pipeline design, conventional wave pipeline design, and the proposed new wave pipeline design
based on the Equation 6.10, Equation 6.11, and Equation 6.12. Similarly, the reliability function
for the benchmark circuits c432 are shown as follow as an example.
The reliability function of the circuit c432 for conventional pipeline is:
R(T )c432 pipe = 1−
∫ T
0
(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt
= 1−
∫ T
0
(1.47E − 8)dt
= 1− (1.47E − 8)× T (6.16)
The reliability function of the circuit c432 for conventional wave pipeline is:
R(T )c432 wave = 1−
∫ T
0
(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt
= 1−
∫ T
0
(9.42E − 8)dt
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= 1− (9.42E − 8)× T (6.17)
The reliability function of the circuit c432 for the new proposed wave pipeline is:
R(T )c432 new = 1−
∫ T
0
(1−
∫ µ+ 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin−δpush)
µ− 1
2
(Dmax−Dmin−δpush)
1√
2piσ
e(−
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)dt)dt
= 1−
∫ T
0
(1.74E − 4)dt
= 1− (1.74E − 4)× T (6.18)
The reliability functions for the benchmark circuit c432, c499, c880, c1980, and c2670 are
plotted and shown in the Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 as follow.
For each benchmark circuit, the reliability of the conventional pipeline is better than the relia-
bility of the conventional wave pipeline, and the reliability of the conventional wave pipeline is
better than the reliability of the proposed new wave pipeline as shown in the figures.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This dissertation has presented comprehensive and theoretical methodologies to model, assure,
and optimize the reliability of clockless wave pipeline-based combinational logic design. A spe-
cific architectural model referenced in this dissertation is the two-phase clockless asynchronous
wave pipeline [23]. The intra-wave fault model has been proposed and thoroughly identified as
the unique fault of the clockless wave pipeline in comparison with wave and wave delay faults
of conventional wave pipelines. The intra-wave fault rate is statistically yet practically mod-
eled, and extensively studied with respect to various design parameters, such as ∆ (data skew),
L (request level length) and α (L−∆
2
).
In order to achieve a reliable clockless wave pipeline, the fault tolerance for request signals
and datawave approaches have been proposed under the fault models. It was demonstrated that
a low-level glitch hit on a high request signal line may cause a broken datawave (i.e., intra-wave
fault on P-switches) with no fault on N-switches assumed. Also, a high-level glitch hit on a
low-request signal line may result in a broken datawave (i.e., intra-wave fault on N-switches)
with no fault on P-switches assumed. Based on this principle, an AND gate was used to mask
the high-level glitch hit on a low request signal to a P-switch; and an OR gate was used to
mask the low-level glitch hit on a high request signal to a N-switch. This simple yet effective
approach can mask all the glitches on request signal lines except when every redundant request
signal line is impaired by a glitch at the same time. It has been demonstrated that the reliability
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of the clockless wave pipeline is increased exponentially as more redundant request signal lines
are incorporated. Also, the reliability with respect to MTTG (Mean Time To Glitch), λ (glitch
rate), and L (request signal level length) have been analyzed.
The fault tolerant design for datawave, referred to as the bipolar switch-based clockless wave
pipeline in association with affiliate request signals, has also been proposed. It was demon-
strated that the proposed bipolar switch-based 2-phase clockless wave pipeline with redundant
affiliate request signals cause a reduction on the data skew along the data paths. As the intra-
wave fault is caused by the data skew on different data paths, the bipolar switches in association
with the affiliated request signals can effectively slow down the propagation speed of the faster
data bits without affecting the propagation of the slower data bits. Therefore, the data skew rate
has been reduced and consequently the intra-wave fault rate is effectively reduced as well. Ex-
periments and simulations have demonstrated and verified the efficiency and effectiveness of the
proposed reliability modeling and assurance methods and fault-tolerant design for reliability.
A new temporal/spatial system bounded delay model has been proposed and it expands
the current bounded path delay into the system level. By extracting a complete set of paths
from the circuit and relocating them into a 2-dimensional coordinate system, with the y-axis
representing the path delays and the x-axis representing the order of the paths, it dynamically
visualizes the datawave propagation situation at the system level. The new wave pipeline tech-
nique has been theoretically yet practically demonstrated to achieve the maximum circuit speed.
Adjacent datawaves can be pushed closer together in the new wave pipeline than in the orig-
inal wave pipeline by allowing the datawave-superimposition, while strict mutual exclusion
is still assured and guaranteed during the datawave propagation process. The new clock cy-
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cle time achieved in the new wave pipeline is the maximum bounded path delay interval, i.e.,
Dmax −Dmin −min[δ(x)] = max(djright − djleft), where Dmax and Dmin are the longest path
delay and minimum path delay for all paths, min[δ(x)] is the minimum value of the distance
function δ(x), where δ(x) is the distance function of those two piecewise functions which rep-
resents the left and right border of the GMP, and max(djright − djleft) is the longest path delay
bounded interval within the GMP. Extensive simulations have been carried out on the ISCAS
benchmark circuits, and the results have shown that the clock cycle time in the proposed new
wave pipeline is significantly shorter than the one in conventional wave pipeline design.
Furthermore, the MTTF and reliability function of the proposed new wave pipeline has been
analyzed. They have been compared with the MTTF and the reliability function of conven-
tional pipeline and conventional wave pipeline. The MTTF and reliability functions for these
three pipeline designs have been simulated and tested against ISCAS benchmark circuits. The
results have shown that, the proposed new wave pipeline requires a strict and tight assurance of
reliability as a cost for achieving high speed circuit.
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